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Abstract
The trend today is to use many inexpensive sensors instead of a few expensive ones, since
the same accuracy can generally be obtained by fusing several dependent measurements.
It also follows that the robustness against failing sensors is improved. As a result, the
need for high-dimensional regression techniques is increasing.
As measurements are dependent, the regressors will be constrained to some manifold. There is then a representation of the regressors, of the same dimension as the
manifold, containing all predictive information. Since the manifold is commonly unknown, this representation has to be estimated using data. For this, manifold learning can
be utilized. Having found a representation of the manifold constrained regressors, this
low-dimensional representation can be used in an ordinary regression algorithm to find a
prediction of the output. This has further been developed in the Weight Determination by
Manifold Regularization (WDMR) approach.
In most regression problems, prior information can improve prediction results. This
is also true for high-dimensional regression problems. Research to include physical prior
knowledge in high-dimensional regression i.e., gray-box high-dimensional regression, has
been rather limited, however. We explore the possibilities to include prior knowledge in
high-dimensional manifold constrained regression by the means of regularization. The
result will be called gray-box WDMR. In gray-box WDMR we have the possibility to
restrict ourselves to predictions which are physically plausible. This is done by incorporating dynamical models for how the regressors evolve on the manifold.

v

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Det blir allt vanligare i t.ex. bilar, robotar och inom biologi, att använda många billiga
sensorer istället för några få dyra. Anledningen är att samma noggrannhet kan i allmänhet uppnås genom att de billiga, beroende mätningarna fusioneras, alltså vägs samman.
Dessutom erhålls en högre robusthet mot felande sensorer eftersom det är osannolikt att
flera sensorer som mäter samma sak fallerar samtidigt. En följd av detta är ett ökat behov
av högdimensionella regressionsmetoder, dvs metoder för att skatta samband mellan de
högdimensionella mätningarna och den egenskap som man vill studera.
Eftersom mätningarna är beroende kommer de att vara begränsade till ett mindre område, en mångfald, i mätrymden. Det finns därför en lågdimensionell representation av
mätningarna, av samma dimension som mångfalden, som innehåller all den information
om egenskapen som man vill skatta, som mätningarna innehåller. Då mångfalden oftast
inte är känd, måste en sådan representation skattas med hjälp av mätdata. Den lågdimensionella beskrivningen kan sedan användas för att skatta de egenskaper som man är intresserad av. Detta tankesätt har utvecklats till en metod som heter Weight Determination
by Manifold Regularization (WDMR).
Regressionsalgoritmer kan generellt gynnas av att fysikaliska antaganden tas till vara
och inkluderas i algoritmerna. Detta är också sant för högdimensionella regressionsproblem. Tidigare studier av att inkludera fysikaliska antaganden i högdimensionella regressionsalgoritmer har dock varit begränsade. Vi undersöker därför möjligheten att inkludera
fysikaliska antaganden i högdimensionell regression med mätningar begränsade till mångfalder. Den resulterande algoritmen har fått namnet gray-box WDMR. Gray-box WDMR
anpassar sig till fysikaliska antaganden för hur mätningarna beter sig på mångfalden och
ger därför bättre skattningar än WDMR då fysikaliska antaganden finns tillgängliga.
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1

Introduction

In this introductory chapter we give a brief overview of what will be said in more detail in
later chapters. We also introduce some notation and give an outline for coming chapters.

1.1

High Dimension and Manifolds

The safety system of a car has numerous of sensors today, while just a few years ago,
it had none. Within the field of biology, the high cost of a single experiment has forced
the development of new measurement techniques to be able to reproduce experiments in
computer simulations. In neuroscience, researchers are interested in the functionality of
the brain. The brain activity in each cubic millimeter of the brain can today be measured
as often as every second in a Magnetic Resonance (MR) scanner. For a human brain
(see Figure 1.1), which has a volume of approximately 1.4 L, that gives 1 400 000 measurements per second or a 1 400 000-dimensional measurement each second. The list of
examples can be made long and motivates the development of novel techniques being able
to handle these types of high dimensional data sets.
The research behind this thesis has been driven by, inspired by and suffered from highdimensional data. The main data source has been brain activity measurements from a MR
scanner, also called functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI, see e.g. Weiskopf
et al. (2007); Ohlsson et al. (2008b)).
Example 1.1: Introductory Example to fMRI
A MR scanner gives a measure of the degree of oxygenation in the blood; it measures the
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) response. Luckily, the degree of oxygenation tells a lot about the neural activity in the brain and is therefore an indirect measure of
brain activity.
A measurement of the activity can be given as often as once a second and as a threedimensional array, each element giving the average activity in a small volume element of
1
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Figure 1.1: A MR image showing the cross section of a skull.

the brain. These volume elements are commonly called voxels (short for volume pixel)
and they can be as small as one cubic millimeter.
The fMRI measurements are heavily infected by noise. To handle the noise, several
identical experiments have commonly to be conducted. The stimulus will, with periodically repeated experiments, be periodic and it is therefore justified to search for periodicity
in the measured brain activity. Periodicity can be found by the use of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA, Hotelling (1935)). CCA computes the two linear combinations of
signals (one linear combination from one set of signals and the other linear combination
from a second set of signals) that give the best correlation with each other. In the brain
example we would thus like to find those voxels that show a periodic variation with the
same frequency as the stimulus. So if the basic frequency of the stimulus is ω, we correlate fMRI signals from voxels with linear combinations of sin ωt and cos ωt (higher
harmonics can possibly also be included) to capture also an unknown phase lag. The correlation coefficient between a voxel signal and the best combination of sine and cosine is
computed, and if it exceeds a certain threshold (like 0.54) that voxel is classified as active.
When all voxels have been checked for periodicity, an activation map has been obtained. From an activation map it can be seen which voxels that are well correlated with
the stimulus. With an appropriate stimulus, we could for example conclude what regions

1.1 High Dimension and Manifolds

3

Figure 1.2: Activity map generated by letting a subject look away from a checkerboard flashing on the left (15 seconds) and right (15 seconds), periodically, for 240
seconds. The sample frequency was 0.5 Hz. The two white areas show voxels which
signals had a correlation of more than 0.54 to the stimulus.

of the brain that are associated with physical movements or which that are connected to
our senses.
Figure 1.2 shows a slice of an activation map computed by the use of CCA. For this
particular data set, the stimulus was a visual stimulus and showed a flashing checkerboard
on the left respective the right. Activity in the white areas in the figure can hence be
associated with something flashing to the left or right of where the person was looking. A
voxel was classified as active if the computed correlation exceeded 0.54.

As this is a thesis in system identification, our main focus will be on building models
that can predict outputs, also called predictors. The high-dimensional data sets then come
in as the information on which we will have to base our predictions. We will call this
set of information our regressors. The problem of finding a way to predict quantitative
outputs will be refereed to as the regression problem and the act of solving the regression
problem, simply, regression. To our help we typically have a set of observed examples

4
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consisting of regressors and their associated labels or outputs. The word label will be
used as equivalent to output. The regression problem is hence to generalize the observed
behavior to unlabeled regressors.
We could for example think of a scenario where the task is to find predictions of in
what direction a person is looking, based on the measurements of its brain activity. The
regression problem then has regressors of dimension 1 400 000 and a one-dimensional
output. Ordinary regression methods run into problems if they are directly applied to a set
of observed regressor-output examples of this high dimension, especially if the dimension
of the regressors exceeds the number of observed regressors-output examples.
A common way to get around this is to reduce the dimensionality of the regressors.
This can be done as a separate preprocessing step before regression, or as a part of the regression by some sort of regularization. Done as a preprocessing step, regressor elements,
or combination of regressor elements, correlating well with the output are commonly seen
as a new reduced regressor space. Regularization on the other hand, puts a price on the
number of elements of the regressors that are being used to obtain predictions, and by that
it keeps the effective dimension of the regressor space down.
Another issue which high-dimensional regression algorithms have to deal with is the
lack of data, commonly termed the curse of dimensionality (Bellman, 1961). For instance,
imagine N samples uniformly distributed in a d-dimensional unit hypercube [0, 1]d . The
N samples could for example be the regressors in the set of observed data. To include
10% of the samples, we need on average to pick out a cube with the side 0.1 for d = 1 and
a cube with the side 0.8 for d = 10, Figure 1.3 illustrates this. The data hence easily be-

1

d=10

0.9

d=3

0.8

d=1

side of cube

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

fraction of the number of regressors included in the cube

Figure 1.3: An illustration of the curse of dimensionality. Assume that the N regressors are uniformly distributed in a d-dimensional unit cube. On average we then
need to use a cube with a side of 0.1 to include 0.1N regressors for d = 1, while for
d = 10 we will need a cube with a side of 0.8.
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come sparse with increasing dimensionality. Consequently, given an unlabeled regressor,
the likelihood of finding one of the labeled, observed, regressors close-by, gets smaller
and smaller with increasing dimension. High-dimensional regression problems hence
need considerably more samples than low-dimensional regression problems to make accurate predictions. This also means that regression methods using pairwise distances
between regressors, such as K-nearest neighbor and support vector regression (discussed
in Chapter 2), suffer. This since as dimensionality grows the distances between regressors
increase, become more similar and hence less expressive (see Figure 1.4 for an illustration
and (Chapelle et al., 2006; Bengio et al., 2006) for further readings).

1.1
1
0.9

(d2−d1)/d1

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

dimension

Figure 1.4: As the dimension of the regressor space increases (keeping the number
of regressors fixed) so does the distance from any regressor to all other regressors.
The distance to the closest labeled regressor, d1 , of an unlabeled regressors is hence
increasing with dimension. The distance to the second closest labeled regressor,
d2 , is also increasing. A prediction has then to be made on more and more distant
observations. In addition, the relative distance, |d2 − d1 |/d1 , decreases, making the
training data less expressive. Rephrased in a somewhat sloppy way, a given point in
a high-dimensional space has many “nearest neighbors” but all far away.
Very common, however, is that regressors of high-dimensional regression problems
are constrained to a low-dimensional manifold residing in the high-dimensional regressor
space. Some algorithms then adapt to the dimensionality of the manifold and thereby
avoid the curse of dimensionality. However, as we will see, there are in many cases
worth while giving manifold constrained problems some extra attention. For example, a
common assumption for ordinary regression problems is to assume smoothness. We will
refer to the following assumption as the smoothness assumption:

6
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Assumption A1 (The Smoothness Assumption). If two regressors are close, then so
should their corresponding outputs be.
With regressors constrained to a manifold, it is instead common and more motivated
to assume that the semi-supervised smoothness assumption holds. The semi-supervised
smoothness assumption reads:
Assumption A2 (The Semi-Supervised Smoothness Assumption). Two outputs are
assumed close if their corresponding regressors are close on the manifold.
“Close on the manifold” here means that there is a short path included in the manifold
between the two regressors. It should be noticed that the semi-supervised smoothness
assumption is less conservative than the smoothness assumption. Hence, a function satisfying the semi-supervised smoothness assumption does not necessarily need to satisfy
the smoothness assumption. Assumption A2 is illustrated in Example 1.2.
Example 1.2: Illustration of the Semi-Supervised Smoothness Assumption

altitude

Assume that we are given a set of labeled regressors as shown in Figure 1.5. The re-

longitude
latitude

Figure 1.5: Longitude, latitude and altitude measurement (black dots) of an airplane
shortly after takeoff. Gray dots show the black dots projection on the regressor space.
gressors contain the position data (latitude, longitude) of an airplane shortly after takeoff.
The output is chosen as the altitude of the airplane. The regressors thus being in R2 and
the regressor/output space is R3 . After takeoff the plane makes a turn during climbing
and more or less returns along the same path in latitude and longitude as it just flown.
The flight path becomes a one-dimensional curve, a manifold, in R3 . But the regressors
for this path also belong to a curve, a manifold, in R2 . This is therefore a case where
the regressors are constrained to a manifold. The distance between two regressors in the

7
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altitude

regressor space can now be measured in two ways: the Euclidean R2 distance between
points, and the geodesic distance measured along the curve, the manifold path. It is clear
that the output, the altitude, is not a smooth function of regressors in the Euclidean space,
since the altitudes vary substantially as the airplane comes back close to the earlier positions during climbing. But if we use the geodesic distance in the regressor space, the
altitude varies smoothly with regressor distance.
To see what the consequences are for predicting altitudes, suppose that for some reason, altitude measurements were lost for 8 consecutive time samples shortly after takeoff.
To find a prediction for the missing measurements, the average of the three closest (in
the regressor space, measured with Euclidean distance) altitude measurements were computed. The altitude prediction for one of the unlabeled regressors is shown in Figure 1.6.
Since the airplane turned and flew back on almost the same path as it just had flown,

longitude
latitude

Figure 1.6: The prediction of a missing altitude measurement (big filled circle). The
encircled dot shows the position for which the prediction was computed. The three
lines show the path to the three closest labeled regressors.
the three closest labeled regressors will sometimes come from both before and after the
turn. Since the altitude is considerably larger after the turn, the predictions will for some
positions become heavily biased. In this case, it would have been better to use the three
closest measurements along the flown path of the airplane. The example also motivates
the semi-supervised smoothness assumption in regression.

Under the semi-supervised smoothness assumption, regression algorithms can be aided
by incorporating the knowledge of a manifold. High-dimensional regression methods
therefore have been modified to make use of the manifold and to estimate it. Since the re-
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gressors themselves contain information concerning the manifold, some regression methods use both unlabeled and labeled regressors. Regression methods can then be distinguished by what data they use to find a prediction model:
• Regression methods using both labeled and unlabeled regressors are said to be semisupervised.
• Regression methods using only labeled regressors are called supervised.
• Regression methods using only unlabeled regressors are called unsupervised.

1.2

The Regression Problem

Many problems in estimation and identification can be formulated as regression problems.
In a regression problem we are seeking to determine the relationships between a regression vector x and a quantitative variable y, here called the output. Basically this means
that we would like to find a function f that describes the relationship
y = f (x).

(1.1)

Since measuring always introduces some uncertainty, a discrepancy or noise term is added
y = f (x) + e.

(1.2)

This implies that it is no longer a unique y corresponding to an x.
In practice our estimate fˆ has to be computed from a limited number of observations
of (1.2). The problem is hence to observe a number of connected pairs x, y, and then
based on this information be able to provide a guess or estimate ŷ that is related to any
given, new, value of x.
Remark 1.1 (A Probabilistic Formulation). In a probabilistic setting the conditional density p(y|x) i.e. the probability of y given x, describes the stochastic relationship between
x and y. Regression then boils down to estimating p(y|x) or possibly the conditional expectation E(y|x). This can either be approached by directly estimate p(y|x) which is then
called a discriminative approach. Alternatively, a generative approach can be taken. In a
generative approach the distributions p(x|y) and p(y) are estimated. An estimate p(y|x)
is then given via Bayes’ theorem
p(y|x) =

p(x|y)p(y)
.
p(x)

(1.3)

In practice we take use of samples from the joint distribution p(x, y) to gain knowledge
of p(y|x) or p(x|y) and p(y). For further reading, see Chapelle et al. (2006).
We shall give a formal definition of the regression problem in Sections 2.1. However
it is useful to make a distinction, even on this conceptual level, between two basic cases,
that play a role for this thesis. Assume that the regressors belong to a set in Rnx :
x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rnx .

(1.4)

1.3 Contributions
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It may be that the set Ω does not play a role for the process of estimating ŷ. Then there
is no difference if Ω is known or not. Or it may be that knowing Ω means that it is easier
to estimate ŷ, as was the case in Example 1.2. So there are really two distinctive cases.
We are now ready to introduce the concept of uninformative regressors and informative
regressors.

1.2.1

Uninformative Regressors

The most studied case within system identification is regression using uninformative regressors. The word uninformative here implies that measuring the regressors only, is of
no use to the regression process i.e., when finding a model. Hence nothing can be gained
by estimating Ω.
All regression algorithms presented in Chapter 2 treat regressors as uninformative.

1.2.2

Informative Regressors

In the case of informative regressors, an estimate of Ω will make a difference to the
regression. More precisely, for informative regressors, the knowledge of the regressors
alone, without associated output values, can be included in the regression process to give
better predictions.
The inclusion of unlabeled regressors in the regression implies that predictions may
change if new regressors are added. This follows since the addition of new regressors
provides information about Ω which can be used to compute new, better, predictions.
Regression algorithms adapted to informative regressors make use of both labeled and
unlabeled regressors and are therefore typically semi-supervised. Since unlabeled regressors are commonly available, semi-supervised regression algorithms are of great interest.
The regression methods described in Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6 are adjusted to informative
regressors.
Remark 1.2. With Ω as a manifold the regressors are typically informative. We will
return to this observation in Chapter 3. For now we simply notice that under the semisupervised smoothness assumption the regressors are commonly informative. This follows since the assumption of smoothness along the manifold makes it useful to estimate
the manifold, as we just saw in Example 1.2.

1.3

Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is the novel thinking for handling high-dimensional,
manifold-constrained regression problems by the use of manifold learning. The result
is a smoothing filter and a regression method accounting for regressors constrained to
manifolds. Both methods compute output estimates as weighted sums of observed outputs, just like many other nonparametric local methods. However, the computed weights
reflect the underlying manifold structure of the regressors and can therefore produce considerably better estimates in a situation where regressors are constrained to a manifold.
The novel scheme is called Weight Determination by Manifold Regularization (WDMR)
and is presented in Chapter 5.
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Published materials discussing these topics are:
Henrik Ohlsson, Jacob Roll, Torkel Glad and Lennart Ljung. Using Manifold Learning in Nonlinear System Identification. In Proceedings of the 7th
IFAC Symposium on Nonlinear Control Systems (NOLCOS), Pretoria, South
Africa, August 2007.
Henrik Ohlsson, Jacob Roll and Lennart Ljung. Regression with ManifoldValued Data. In Proceedings of the 47st IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control, Cancun, Mexico, December 2008. Accepted for publication.
The thesis contains some influences of fMRI and the last chapter describes a realization of a Brain Computer Interface (BCI). The practical work behind this BCI application
is not negligible. However, the work is at an initial phase and the future potential of this
work is interesting. Contributing published material consists of:
Henrik Ohlsson, Joakim Rydell, Anders Brun, Jacob Roll, Mats Andersson,
Anders Ynnerman and Hans Knutsson. Enabling Bio-Feedback using RealTime fMRI. In Proceedings of the 47st IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control, Cancun, Mexico, December 2008. Accepted for publication.
Not included published material is:
Henrik Ohlsson, Jacob Roll, Anders Brun, Hans Knutsson, Mats Andersson,
Lennart Ljung. Direct Weight Optimization Applied to Discontinuous Functions. Proceedings of the 47st IEEE Conference on Decision and Control,
Cancun, Mexico, December 2008. Accepted for publication.

1.4

Thesis Outline

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 introduces high-dimensional regression
and presents some commonly seen regression methods. As many high-dimensional regression problems have regressors constrained to manifolds, Chapter 3 takes this structural information into account and presents regression methods suitable for regression on
manifolds. In Chapter 4 manifold constrained regression is further explored by discussing
how manifold learning can be used together with regression to treat manifold constrained
regression. Chapter 5 presents novel methods extending manifold learning techniques
into filtering and regression methods suitable to treat regressors on manifolds. The novel
framework is named Weight Determination by Manifold Regularization (WDMR). Chapter 6 demonstrates the ability to incorporate prior knowledge making the approach into
a gray-box modeling. The last part of the thesis, Chapter 7, discusses fMRI and a biofeedback realization. fMRI is an excellent example of an application which can benefit
from high-dimensional regression techniques.

2

High-Dimensional Regression

With data becoming more and more high-dimensional comes the need for methods being
able to handle and to extract information from high-dimensional data sets. A particular
example could be data in the form of images. An 80 × 80 pixel image can be vectorized
into a 6400-dimensional vector. Given a set of images of faces, the task could be to sort
out the images similar to a particular face to identify someone. In fMRI, the brain activity
measurement are high-dimensional (see Example 1.1). The goal could then be to find
a mapping from brain activity measurements to a one-dimensional space saying in what
direction a person was looking during the MRI acquisition.
In this chapter we discuss some of the well known methods for high-dimensional
regression and give some examples of how they can be used. The chapter serves as an
overview and as a base for the extensions presented in the coming chapters about highdimensional regression on manifolds. Let us start by formulating the problem and by
introducing some necessary notation.

2.1

Problem Formulation and Notation

In regression we seek a relationship between regressors x and outputs y. This relationship
is in practice not deterministic due to measurement noise etc. If we assume that the noise
e enters additively on y, we can write
y = f (x) + e.

(2.1)

f maps the nx -dimensional regressors into a ny -dimensional space in which both y and e
reside. If we assume that the noise e has zero mean, the best we can do, given an x, is to
guess that
y = f (x).
(2.2)
We hence search the function f . To guide us in our search for an estimate of f we are
obs
given a set of observations {xobs,t , yobs,t }N
t=1 . The subindex ’obs’ is here used to declare
11
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that the regressors and outputs belong to the set of observations. To denote that a regressor
is not part of the observed data we will use the subindex ’eu’. ’eu’ is short for end user.
Given a new regressor xeu we would like to be able to give a prediction for the output
that would be produced by (2.1). Since our estimate of f will be based on the observations
at hand,
obs
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ(xeu , {xobs,t , yobs,t }N
(2.3)
t=1 ).
In the following we will sometimes also need to separate the observed data into three
sets:
• The estimation data set is used to compute the model, e.g., to compute the parameter θ in the parametric model (2.11). We will use a subindex ’e’ for this type of
data.
• The validation data set is used to examine an estimated model’s ability to predict
the output of a new set of regressor data. This is sometimes called the model’s
ability to generalize. Having a set of prospective models of different structures, the
validation data can be used to choose the best performing model structure. For example the number of delayed inputs and outputs used as regressors in a parametric
model could be chosen. We will use a subindex ’v’ for this type of data.
• The test data set is used to test the ability of the chosen model (with the parameter
choice from the estimation step and the structure choice from the validation step)
to predict new outputs. We will use a subindex ’s’ for this type of data.
Now, since we will choose to make this separation of data, our predictors will explicitly
only depend on the estimation data. (2.3) then turns into
e
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ(xeu , {xe,t , ye,t }N
t=1 ).

(2.4)

However, we will suppress this dependence in our notation and simply use the notation
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ(xeu )

(2.5)

for the predictor evaluated at the end user regressor xeu .
For convenience, we introduce the notation
x = [x1 , . . . , xN ]

(2.6)

for the nx × N matrix with the vectors xi as columns and xji for the jth element of xi .
Analogously let
y = [y1 , . . . yN ].
(2.7)
With some abuse of notation we can then write (2.1) in vector form
y = f (x) + e.

(2.8)

N will in general be used for the number of data in a data set and n for the dimension of
some data.
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To evaluate the prediction performance of different predictors ŷ we need a performance measure. We choose to use
(1 −

ky − ŷk
P
) × 100.
ky − N1 t yt k

(2.9)

We will call the computed quantity fit and express us by saying that a prediction has a
certain percentage fit to a set of data.
Throughout this chapter we will further pay no special attention to if the regressors
are informative or not, see Section 1.2.1. All regressors will be treated as they are uninformative.

2.2

Regression Techniques

There are a variety of regression methods to compute a predictor ŷ. The different predictor
structures computed are however much fewer. We choose to emphasize four:
Parametric Regression The function f by which the predictions are computed for xeu is
parametrized by a finite-dimensional parameter vector θ
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ(xeu , θ).

(2.10)

A simple and common special case is when fˆ is linear in θ and xeu .
Linear Regression One of the most commonly used model structures for regression is
the linear regression model
ŷ(xeu ) = θT xeu ,

θ : nx × ny

(2.11)

which, as the name suggests, is linear in the regressors and the parameters θ. The
linear regression model is defined by specifying the parameter vector θ and as we
will see, there are a variety of different ways to do this. A predictor for an AutoRegressive with eXogenous inputs (ARX, see e.g. Ljung (1999)) model is one example
of a model which is of the form given in (2.11).
Kernel Expression It is quite common that the predicted outputs are linear in the estimation outputs. Let ye be the ny × Ne matrix of estimation outputs, with corresponding regressors xe . Suppose the task is to predict the outputs yeu (ny × Neu matrix)
corresponding to new regressors xeu . Then a common linear structure is
T
ŷeu
= KyTe ,
K = K(xeu , xe ) is a Neu × Ne matrix.

(2.12)

The matrix K, sometimes called the kernel matrix, specifies how observed outputs
shall be weighted together to form predictions for unknown outputs. K usually
reflects how close (in the regressors space) regressors associated with ye are to the
regressors for which output estimates are searched. To understand this, notice that
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the prediction of an output yeu,i , ith column of yeu , can be written as the weighted
sum
Ne
X
T
T
ŷeu,i
=
Kij ye,j
.
(2.13)
j=1

Kij is the ijth element of K and the weight associated with the output ye,j , jth
column of ye . Under the smoothness assumption, see Assumption A1, it is hence
motivated to let Kij be dependent of the distance between xe,j and xeu,i . Kij can
then be written
Kij = k(xeu,i , xe,j ).
(2.14)
The introduced function, k(·, ·), is commonly called a kernel. A kernel is a function
taking two regressors as arguments and a scalar as an output. The kernel can in this
case be seen as a generalization of the Euclidean distance measure. A specific
example of a kernel is the Gaussian kernel
k(xi , xj ) = e−||xi −xj ||

2

/2σ 2

,

k : Rnx × Rnx → R.

(2.15)

The quantity σ decides how fast the Gaussian kernel falls off toward zero as the
distance ||xi − xj || increase. This property is called the bandwidth of a kernel and
σ hence equals the bandwidth for the Gaussian kernel.
A specific example of a regression algorithm that can be formulated as a kernel
expression is the nearest neighbor method (further discussed in Section 2.6.3).
Example 2.1: Nearest Neighbor
The nearest neighbor method computes a prediction of an output by assigning it the
same output value as the closest estimation regressor’s output. The nearest neighbor
method can be expressed using (2.12). The kernel matrix K will then consist of all
zeros except for the position on each row coinciding with the closest neighboring
estimation regressor, whose entry will be one. If for example the regressor xe,r is
the closest to xeu,j among all estimation regressors, we would get a prediction


 T 


ye,1
ŷ1 (xeu )T
∗


 .. 
..

 
 . 
.

 
 T 
 ŷj (xeu )T  =  0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0   ye,r

(2.16)

 



 
  .. 
..


 . 
.
∗
T
T
ye,N
ŷNeu (xeu )
e
with the 1 on the jth row and rth column. The kernel is hence in the case of nearest
neighbor

 1, if ||xe,j − xeu,i || < ||xe,s − xeu,i ||
∀s = 1, . . . , j − 1, j + 1, . . . , Ne ,
k(xeu,i , xe,j ) =
(2.17)

0, otherwise.
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K depends on all the regressors, both the estimation regressors and those for which
a prediction is searched, xeu . Notice, however, that a prediction is not changed by
adding new regressors for which outputs are to be predicted. Rows are just added
to K without changing the original entries of K. This is typical for regression
assuming uninformative regressors.
Function Expansion For parametric regression (2.10) the form of the parameterized regression function f is important. In (2.11) we defined linear regression as the case
where the function is linear in the parameters and in the regressors. Another common case is that the function f is described as a function expansion using some
basis functions, and that the parameters are the coefficients in this expansion:
X
fˆ(xeu ) =
αi ki (xeu ), αi ∈ Rny × R.
(2.18)
i=1

The basis functions ki (·) : Rnx → R are often formed from kernels centered at the
estimation regressors i.e.,
ki (xeu ) = k(xeu , xe,i ).

(2.19)

The kernel k(·, ·) : Rnx × Rnx → R is a design choice. A common choice is a
Gaussian kernel
2
2
k(xi , xj ) = e−||xi −xj || /2σ
(2.20)
which gives a so called Radial Basis Function (RBF, see e.g. Buhmann (2003))
expansion. Estimating fˆ(xeu ) is then the same as estimating the coefficients αi .
More about this in Section 2.4.3.
The model structure (2.10) and (2.11) are said to be parametric models since once the
parameters have been computed, the estimation data can be thrown away. The structures
given in (2.12) and (2.18), on the other hand, are built up of estimation data and are
therefore said to be non-parametric models. The estimation data in a non-parametric
model are taking the place of the parameters in a parametric model.
We have avoided the discussion of a bias term in the above predictors. To handle a
mean other than zero in the outputs y of (2.1) we generally need to subtract this mean
from the estimation regressors prior regression. To compensate, the computed predictions
have then to be modified by adding a bias term equal to the subtracted mean. The mean
can be estimated from the observed outputs. The predictor can then be expressed as
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ(xeu , {xe,t , ye,t −

Ne
Ne
1 X
1 X
e
ye,i }N
)
+
ye,i .
t=1
Ne i=1
Ne i=1

(2.21)

We will continue to avoid the bias term and assume that the mean of y is equal to zero.

2.3

High-Dimensional Regression

When dealing with data in high-dimensional spaces, algorithms commonly suffer from
the curse of dimensionality. For a non-parametric method of the form (2.12), this can be
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expressed as follows. Using a kernel with a small bandwidth, i.e., computation of predictions based on only the closest neighbors (in the regressor space), predictions mainly
get affected by a few close estimation outputs, yielding a prediction with high variance.
The larger the kernel bandwidth becomes, the smoother the estimated function and hence
the lower the variance. However, making the estimates too smooth will make them suffer
from a high bias error. As the dimensionality grows, the distance between the estimation
regressors grow and to keep the variance error constant, the bandwidth has to be increased
at the price of a higher bias error. Parametric modeling techniques suffer as well from the
curse of dimensionality.
The curse of dimensionality will in many cases make it hard to estimate an accurate
predictor. The best aid would be if more estimation data could be provided. However,
this is commonly not possible. If the regressors are contained in a low-dimensional space,
for example a manifold, this can also work to our advantage. More about regressors
constrained to manifolds in Chapter 3–6.
Another problem that high-dimensional regression algorithms have to deal with is
overfitting i.e., the risk of fitting a predictive model to the noise of the estimation data.
With a limited number of estimation regressors, three ways to tackle the overfitting problem can be outlined:
• Regression techniques using regularization, discussed in Section 2.4.
• Regression techniques using dimensionality reduction, discussed in Section 2.5.
• Regression techniques using local approximations, discussed in Section 2.6.

2.4

High-Dimensional Regression Techniques Using
Regularization

Ordinary linear regression finds a linear model of the type shown in (2.11) from a set of
e
estimation data {ye,t , xe,t }N
t=1 by searching for the best fit, in a quadratic sense,
θ = arg min
θ

Ne
X

||ye,i − θT xe,i ||2 .

(2.22)

i=1

However, with Ne < nx , i.e., the number of searched θ-coefficients exceeding the number
of estimation data points, a perfect fit is obtained which typically is a severe overfit. To
avoid this, a regularization term F (θ) is added to (2.22)
θ = arg min
θ

Ne
X

||ye,i − θT xe,i ||2 + F (θ).

(2.23)

i=1

The regularization term, F (θ), puts a price on θ. This results in that θ-coefficients associated with, for example, less informative dimensions shrink to zero while θ-coefficients
associated with dimensions important to give a good prediction are not affected.
Methods using this technique and variants are commonly refereed to as regularization
methods or shrinkage methods. Ridge regression, lasso and support vector regression,
discussed next, are of this type.

2.4 High-Dimensional Regression Techniques Using Regularization

2.4.1
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Ridge Regression

Ridge regression or Tikhonov regularization (Hoerl and Kennard (1970), see also Hastie
et al. (2001), p. 59) finds θ-coefficients for the linear regression model (2.11) by using a
squared L2 -norm as regularization term
θ

ridge

= arg min
θ

Ne
X

||ye,i − θT xe,i ||2 + ||Γθ||2L2 .

(2.24)

i=1

Γ is here a weighting matrix, commonly chosen as λI, λ ∈ R. Since the objective function
is quadratic in θ, an explicit expression for the parameters can be computed to
θridge = (xe xTe + Γ)−1 xe yeT .

(2.25)

Ridge regression tends to make θ-coefficients associated with less informative dimensions
small but not identically equal to zero.
Before discussing support vector regression, it is worth noticing that the estimates
(using Γ = λI) take the form
ŷ(xeu ) = θridge,T xeu = ((xe xTe + λI)−1 xe yeT )T xeu
= ye xTe (xe xTe + λI)−1 xeu = ye (xTe xe + λI)−1 xTe xeu .

(2.26)

The ridge regression prediction can hence also be seen as an estimate of the type (2.12)
with
K(xe , xeu )T = KT = (xTe xe + λI)−1 xTe xeu .
(2.27)
It is actually quite common that parametric models can be written as they were nonparametric models. The opposite is often not true, however. We will still refer to ridge
regression as a parametric regression method though. This is since it is possible to reduce
and summarize the information from the estimation data set in the θ-coefficients. Notice
that the regressors enter K only as products. We will come back to this observation in
Section 2.4.3.

2.4.2

Lasso

Lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, Tibshirani (1996), see also Hastie
et al. (2001), p. 64) is, as ridge regression, a technique to find the θ-coefficients of the
linear regression model (2.11). Lasso puts a cost on the L1 -norm of the coefficients
θlasso = arg min
θ

Ne
X

||ye,i − θT xe,i ||2 + ||Γθ||L1 ,

(2.28)

i=1

instead of, the squared L2 -norm punished by ridge regression. By doing this, coefficients
associated with less informative regressor directions not only become small, as in ridge
regression, but identically zero. The price that has to be paid is that the solution is nonlinear in the outputs ye and thereby no explicit solution for the θ-coefficients can be found
as for ridge regression.
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Example 2.2: Lasso Applied to fMRI Data
In this example we examine the ability to tell in what direction a person is looking from a
measure of its brain activity. The setup is as follows. A person is instructed to look to the
left or to the right of a flashing checkerboard shown in a pair of virtual reality goggles,
which he wears. Meanwhile, the person’s brain activity is recorded using a MR scanner.
The recordings are given once every other second and as a 80 × 80 × 22 array (data can be
downloaded from http://www.control.isy.liu.se/publications/doc?
id=2090). xt is formed by vectorizing the measurements at each time instant. xt has a
dimensionality of 140 800 and will work as our regressor. To xt we associate an output
yt . We let yt = 1 or −1 depending on if the person is looking to the right or the left of
the flashing checkerboard.
Our aim is then to predict the direction, left or right, incorporated in yt , from the measured brain activity xt . To form a predictor of the form (2.12), 80 regressor-output pairs
{xe,t , ye,t }80
t=1 were gathered. The regressors were preprocessed by removing temporal
trends and by applying a spatial smoothing filter with a Gaussian filter kernel. In order
to separate voxels measuring brain activity from those that are not, a time series from a
voxel was set to zero if the absolut sum of the time series was lower than some threshold.
This made the set of regressors somewhat sparse.
As there are 140 800 θ-coefficients it is not realistic to approach the problem by minimizing the squared error w.r.t. θ as in (2.22). Lasso was therefore used to compute the
θ-coefficients of the linear predictor (2.11).
With Γ chosen as 47000I, 23 θ-coefficients were computed different than zero. To
study the performance of the predictor, a validation data set was gathered {xv,t , yv,t }40
t=1 .
Figure 2.1 shows predicted directions ŷ = θlasso,T xv by lasso together with the “true”
direction for the validation data set. The “true” direction is the direction that the subject
in the scanner was told to look.
Interestingly, the voxels associated with non-zero θ-coefficients also tend to be picked
out by CCA (see Example 1.1 for details concerning CCA) as best correlated with the
stimulus. Notice that the same data set was used in Example 1.1.

2.4.3

Support Vector Regression

In the previous two sections we regularized the estimation problem by putting a penalty
on a linear regression function f (x) = θT x in terms of the size of the parameter vector
θ. If the regression function f is a more general function other ways of measuring its
complexity must be applied. Basically, a suitable norm of f is chosen as the penalty so
the regularized criterion becomes
X
min
||ye,i − f (xe,i )||2 + λ||f ||2K ,
(2.29)
f

i

in case of a quadratic loss criterion ||ye,i − f (xe,i )||2 and design parameter λ. Here ||f ||K
is the chosen function norm. The approach has been developed in the so called Support
Vector Regression (SVR, see e.g. Smola and Schölkopf (1998, 2004)). This approach employees rather sophisticated mathematics, involving Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces
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Figure 2.1: Prediction of the direction in which a person is looking (left, -1, or right,
+1) by lasso (solid line). The true direction is marked out with a dashed line. See
Example 2.2 for details.

(RKHS) and Mercer’s representer theorem (Kimeldorf and Wahba (1971) and e.g.
Schölkopf et al. (2001); Evgeniou and Poggio (2000)) etc.
The bottom line is as follows:
• Choose a kernel k(·, ·) : Rnx × Rnx → R. A particular choice could be a Gaussian
kernel
2
2
k(xi , xj ) = e−||xi −xj || /2σ .
(2.30)
Define the Ne × Ne matrix K̄ by letting
K̄ij = k(xe,i , xe,j )

(2.31)

where xe,i is the ith estimation regressor.
• Suppose that we use the specific regression function
fˆ(xeu ) =

X

αi ki (xeu ),

αi ∈ Rny × R,

(2.32)

i=1

with the basis functions ki (·) : Rnx → R formed from kernels centered at some
regressors {xi }i=1 (possibly infinitely many) i.e.,
ki (xeu ) = k(xeu , xi ).

(2.33)
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It is then shown by the representer theorem (see e.g. Kimeldorf and Wahba (1971))
that the solution to a criterion of the form (2.29) is actually minimized by
fˆ(xeu ) =

Ne
X

αi k(xeu , xe,i ),

αi ∈ Rny × R.

(2.34)

i=1

Then the regularized criterion is
min

α1 ,...,αNe

Ne
X

||ye,i −

i=1

Ne
X

αj k(xe,i , xe,j )||2 + λαK̄αT ,

(2.35)

j=1

with α = (α1 , . . . , αNe ).
Since this criterion is quadratic in α the minimization is easy and the result is
αsvr = ye (λI + K̄)−1 .

(2.36)

• The predictor is given by
ŷeu,i =

Ne
X

αjsvr k(xeu,i , xe,j ).

(2.37)

j=1

which is a function expansion and of the form (2.18).
Remark 2.1. If we let K be the Neu × Ne matrix with ijth element k(xeu,i , xe,j ) the
predictor (2.37) takes the form (2.12) and is given by
T
ŷeu
= Kαsvr,T = K(λI + K̄)−1 yeT .

(2.38)

The SVR framework can handle more sophisticated loss functions than the squared norm
which was used in (2.35). With a different choice of loss function it is not guaranteed that
the predictor can be written of the form given in (2.12). The special case presented here is
sometimes also called Regularized Least Square Regression (RLSR, see e.g. Belkin et al.
(2006)).
We pointed out in (2.26) that ridge regression can be formulated in terms of products.
It actually turns out that if we use the product between two vectors as kernel in SVR, we
get a ridge regression. The kernel can hence be seen as a way to redefine the product in
the regressor space. This trick of redefining the product can be used in regression methods
where regressors only enters as products. These types of methods are surprisingly many
and the usage of this trick result in the kernelized, or simply kernel, version of the method.
To understand what kernelizing implies, we accept that a kernel can be written as (see
Mercer’s theorem e.g. Evgeniou and Poggio (2000))
k(xi , xj ) = φ(xi )T φ(xj )

(2.39)

for some function φ mapping the regressors to a possibly infinite dimensional space. Then
by kernelizing a regression method, the regressor space is transformed by φ to a possible
infinite dimensional new space in which the regression takes place. The transformation of
the regression problem to a new high-dimensional space is commonly referred to as the
kernel trick (Boser et al., 1992).

2.4 High-Dimensional Regression Techniques Using Regularization
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Example 2.3: Illustration of the Kernel Trick
Let x1 = [x11 x21 ]T , x2 = [x12 x22 ]T and xeu = [xeu,1 xeu,2 ]T be three regressors in R2 .
We saw in ridge regression (2.26) that regressors sometimes enter regression methods only
as products. The information in the regressors then only affect the regression algorithm
through
xT1 x2 = x11 x12 + x21 x22 .
(2.40)
Let us define
k(x1 , x2 ) , xT1 x2 .

(2.41)

We can then write (2.26) in terms of k(·, ·) as
ŷ(xeu ) = ye (K̄ + λI)−1 K,

K̄ij = k(xe,i , xe,j ), Kij = k(xeu,i , xe,j ).

(2.42)

So what happens if we slightly modify the function k(·, ·) and used it in (2.42)? This
could also be thought of as changing the definition of the product between two regression
vectors. Lets say that we decide to use the kernel
k(x1 , x2 ) = (1 + xT1 x2 )2 .

(2.43)

We see that the regressors now affect the regression algorithm through
k(x1 , x2 ) = (1+xT1 x2 )2 = 1+2x11 x12 +2x21 x22 +x211 x212 +x221 x222 +2x11 x21 x12 x22 .
We can rewrite this as the product between the two vector valued functions φ(x1 ) and
φ(x2 )
k(x1 , x2 ) = φ(x1 )T φ(x2 )
(2.44)
with
φ(x1 ) , [1

√

2x11

√

2x21 x211 x221

√

2x11 x21 ]T

(2.45)

and φ(x2 ) defined accordingly. The regressor space can then be seen transformed by the
nonlinear map φ into a 6-dimensional space. φ(x1 ) and φ(x2 ) take the roll of “new”
regressors on which the regression algorithm is applied. The ridge regression algorithm
would then find a linear predictor in φ
ŷ(xeu ) = θT φ(xeu ),

θ = [θ0 θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5 ].

(2.46)

Reformulated into the original regressors, the predictor becomes
√
√
√
ŷ(xeu ) = θ0 + 2θ1 xeu,1 + 2θ2 xeu,2 + θ3 x2eu,1 + θ4 x2eu,2 + 2θ5 xeu,1 xeu,2 . (2.47)
We see that by using this modified definition of the product in ridge regression we obtain
a, in the regressors, polynomial predictor. We can hence compute nonlinear predictors by
simply redefine the product used in the regression algorithms.
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High-Dimensional Regression Techniques Using
Dimensionality Reduction

Another way to treat the problem of overfitting is to constrain the regression to a subspace,
a linear manifold, of the original regressor space. The linear subspace is defined by the
row span of a nz × nx matrix B. With nz < nx the rows span a subspace of the original
regression space Rnx . Since nz < nx methods are sometimes also called low-rank regression techniques. The projecting of x to the subspace is realized by the projection Bx.
Bx is seen as a new regressor and a mapping to y is found by means of linear regression
min
θ

Ne
X

||ye,i − θT Bxe,i ||2 .

(2.48)

i=1

The predictor takes the form
ŷ(xeu ) = θT Bxeu

(2.49)

which is of the form given in (2.11) with θ-coefficients given by θT B.
There are several possible ways to choose B:
• B could be computed so that the projection preserves as much variance as possible
of the regressors.
• B could be computed so that the projection preserves as much covariance as possible between the regressors and the output.
• B could be computed so that p(y|x) = p(y|Bx).
The different ideas have developed in to three different methods which will be further
discussed in Section 2.5.1, 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.

2.5.1

Principal Components Regression

Principal Component Regression (PCR, see e.g. Hastie et al. (2001), p. 66) computes a
linear subspace of the regressor space, retaining as much variance in x as possible. To
compute this subspace Principal Component Analysis (PCA, Pearson (1901)) is used.
Schematically PCA does the following:
• The mean is remove from xe .
• The covariance matrix C ,

1
T
Ne +1 xe xe

is formed.

• The nz eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues of C are computed.
• B is formed by letting B’s first row be the eigenvector associated with the largest
eigenvalue, the second row the eigenvector with the second largest eigenvalue etc.
In practice, the singular value decomposition of xe is used to compute the eigenvectors
for C. PCA can therefore be realized in Matlab using the following commands:

2.6 High-Dimensional Regression Techniques Using Local Approximations
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x_e = x_e - mean(x_e,2)*ones(1,length(x_e(1,:)));
[U,S,V] = svd(x_e);
B = U(:,1:n_z);
B is computed using only estimation regressor data and B can hence be seen as a function
of the estimation regressors B(xe ).

2.5.2

Partial Least Squares

Partial Least Squares (PLS, Wold (1966)) has strong similarities to principal component
regression. Like principal component regression, PLS finds a linear subspace of the regressor space prior regression. The difference lies in how this subspace is found. While
principal component regression finds a subspace containing most of the variance of the
regressors, PLS finds a subspace, not only keeping as much variance as possible but also
a subspace containing most of the correlation between the regressors and the outputs. For
PLS, B is therefore computed using both estimation regressor and outputs and B can
hence be seen as a function of the estimation regressors and outputs B(xe , ye ).

2.5.3

Sufficient Dimension Reduction

Sufficient Dimension Reduction (SDR, see e.g. Nilsson et al. (2007)) methods aim at finding a linear subspace such that the predictive information regarding the output is preserved
as regressors are projected onto the linear subspace. More formally, B is searched so that
p(ye |xe ) = p(ye |Bxe )

(2.50)

holds for the the conditional distribution. If the subspace is the minimal subspace satisfying (2.50) it is called the central subspace. Several attempts have been made to find the
B associated with the central subspace, see e.g. (Li, 1991, 1992; Fukumizu et al., 2006;
Cook, 1998; Nilsson et al., 2007).

2.6

High-Dimensional Regression Techniques Using
Local Approximations

A local regression method computes the estimate ŷ = fˆ(xeu ) for a certain regressor vector
e
xeu by using the observations in the set {ye,t }N
t=1 which corresponds to regressors close
to xeu . An extreme example of local regression is the Nearest Neighbor (NN, see Example 2.1 and for further reading e.g. Hastie et al. (2001), p. 14) technique, which computes
the prediction ŷ = fˆ(xeu ) by assigning it the same value as the output corresponding to
e
the closest regressor in {xe,t }N
t=1 to xeu .
Section 2.6.1–2.6.4 give some examples of local regression methods.

2.6.1

Local Linear Regression

Local linear regression (see e.g. Hastie et al. (2001), p. 168) assumes that f can locally
be described by a linear function of the regressors. The natur of “local” is defined by a
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distance measure, a kernel k(·, ·), which has to be chosen in advance. k(·, ·) could e.g. be
chosen as the Gaussian kernel
k(xi , xj ) = e−||xi −xj ||

2

/2σ 2

.

(2.51)
T

For a given new regressor xeu , a linear estimate ŷ(xeu ) = θ xeu is computed from
e
{xe,t , ye,t }N
t=1 . In the estimation process, the fit to estimation data close to xeu is valued more than the fit to distant estimation data. This is done by a weighted least squares
approach:
Ne
X
k(xeu , xe,i )||ye,i − θT xe,i ||2 .
(2.52)
min
θ

i=1

Notice that θ has to be reestimated to obtain a prediction for a new xeu . The local linear
regression predictor is hence not of the form (2.11) (since xeu is not entering linearly).
By instead letting W be a Ne × Ne diagonal matrix with the ith diagonal element as
k(xeu , xe,i ), the predication can be written as a predictor of the form given in (2.12)
ŷ(xeu )T = xTeu (xe WxTe )−1 xe WyeT .

2.6.2

(2.53)

Local Polynomial Regression

Local polynomial regression (see e.g. Hastie et al. (2001), p. 171) takes a step further and
tries to fit a d-dimensional polynomial in a neighborhood of xeu :
min

θ1 ,...,θd

Ne
X

k(xeu , xe,i )||ye,i −

i=1

d
X

θjT xje,i ||2 .

(2.54)

j=1

xje,i is here denoting the elementwise j:th power of xe,i . It can be shown that the predictor
of local polynomial regression, just as local linear regression, takes the form (2.12).

2.6.3

K-Nearest Neighbor Average

K-Nearest Neighbor Average (K-NN, see e.g. Hastie et al. (2001), p. 14) forms an estimate
of f (xeu ) by computing the average of estimation outputs associated with the to xeu K
e
closest regressors in the set {xe,t }N
t=1 . It is interesting to note that K-NN can be seen as
a special case of polynomial regression (discussed in Section 2.6.2) and can therefore be
written on the form given in (2.12). The ijth element of the matrix K in (2.12) takes the
form

1/K, if xe,j is one of the K closest neighbors of xeu,i ,
Kij =
(2.55)
0,
otherwise.

2.6.4

Direct Weight Optimization

Direct Weight Optimization (DWO, Roll et al. (2002, 2005)) is a local kernel regression
method. DWO hence computes a predictor of the form given in (2.12) i.e.,
T
ŷeu
=

Ne
X
j=1

T
Kj ye,j
.

(2.56)
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To determine the weight K1 , . . . , KNe , an assumption of what function class F to which
f of (2.1) belongs to has to be made. An example could be that we believe that f is a
function with a Lipschitz continuous gradient and a given Lipschitz constant. DWO then
determines the weights K1 , . . . , KNe by minimizing an upper bound on the maximum
mean-squared error (MSE), i.e.,

2 
N
e
X

T  
Kj ye,j
(2.57)
min sup E f (xeu ) −
) .
K1 ,...,KNe f ∈F

2.7

j=1

Concluding Remarks

This chapter gave an overview of various techniques used for high-dimensional regression. In the next chapter we specialize and start looking at high-dimensional regression
with regressors constrained to manifolds. The high-dimensional regression methods will
then provide us with a set of methods to relate to and to compare our prediction results
with.

3

Regression on Manifolds

High-dimensional regression is a rapidly growing field. New applications push the demands for new methods handling even higher dimensions than previous techniques. An
ease in the explosion of data is that in some cases the regressors x ∈ Rnx may for various
reasons be constrained to lie in a subset Ω ⊂ Rnx . A specific example could be a set of
images of faces. An image of a face is a p × p matrix, each entry of the matrix giving
2
the gray tone in a pixel. If we vectorize the image, the image becomes a point in Rp .
However, since features, such as eyes, mouth and nose, will be found in all images, the
2
images will not be uniformly distributed in Rp .
It is of special interest if Ω is a manifold.
Definition 3.1 (Manifold). A space M ⊆ Rnx is said to be a nz -dimensional manifold
if there for every point x ∈ M exists an open set O ⊆ M satisfying:
• x ∈ O.
• O is homeomorphic to Rnz , meaning that there exists a one-to-one relation between
O and a set in Rnz .
For details see e.g. Lee (2000), p. 33.
It is further convenient to introduce the term intrinsic description for a nz -dimensional
parameterization of a manifold M. We will not associate any properties to this description
more than that it is nz -dimensional and that each point on the manifold can be expressed
in this description. A description of a one-dimensional manifold could for example be the
distance from a specific point.
Remark 3.1. Given a set of regressors constrained to a manifold. Then there exists an
intrinsic description containing the same predictive information concerning the outputs as
the regressors represented as points in Rnx . It may also be that the intrinsic description is
more suitable to use as regressors in the regression algorithm. This since the relationship
27
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between the regressors expressed in the intrinsic description and the output may be less
complex than that between the regressors in Rnx and the output. Also, by giving an intrinsic description of the regressors we have said that the regressors in Rnx are constrained
to a manifold. One could maybe have guessed that by looking at the regressors in Rnx
but by giving an intrinsic description we have made the guess into a fact. Notice also that
the regressors as points in Rnx is a nx -dimensional description and as parameters of an
intrinsic description, a nz -dimensional description. We will return to this remark in the
next chapter.
It could also be useful to review the concept of geodesic distance. The geodesic
distance between two points on a manifold M is the length of the shortest path included
in M between the two points. We will will in the sequel assume that this distance is
measured in the metric of the space in which the manifold is embedded. We illustrate the
concepts of a manifold, intrinsic description and geodesic distance with an example.
Example 3.1: Manifolds, Intrinsic Description and Geodesic Distance
A line or a circle are examples of one-dimensional manifolds. A two-dimensional manifold could for example be the surface of the earth. An intrinsic description associated with
a manifold is a parametrization of the manifold, for example latitude and longitude for the
earth surface manifold. Since the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system is another parametrization of the surface of the earth and an intrinsic description, an
intrinsic description is not unique. Another important concept is that of geodesic distance.
The geodesic distance between two points on a manifold is the shortest path, included in
the manifold, between the two points. The Euclidean distance, on the other hand, is the
shortest path, not necessarily included in the manifold, between the points.

For the set of p × p pixel images of faces, the constraints implied by the different
2
features characterizing a face, make the images reside on a manifold enclosed in Rp ,
see e.g. Zhang et al. (2004). For fMRI, see Example 1.1, the situation is similar. For
further discussions of fMRI data and manifolds, see Shen and Meyer (2005); Thirion and
Faugeras (2004); Hu et al. (2006). Basically all sets of data for which data points can be
parameterized using a set of parameters (fewer than the number of dimensions of the data)
reside on a manifold. Any relation between dimensions will therefore lead to a manifold
in the data set.
If regressors are constrained to a manifold there are four important differences compared to not having them on a manifold. These four differences are:
• Many of the high-dimensional algorithms discussed in Chapter 2 implicitly assume that the output varies smoothly with the regressors, see Assumption A1. A
milder assumption is the semi-supervised smoothness assumption, see Assumption A2. The semi-supervised smoothness assumption is in many cases more motivated for regressors constrained to a manifold, see Example 1.2. To handle the
semi-supervised smoothness assumption the constriction of the regressors to a manifold can not be ignored and have to be taken into account in the regression.
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• For regressors constrained to a nz -dimensional manifold, it exists a nz -dimensional
description of the regressors with the same predictive information concerning the
outputs as the original nx -dimensional regressors.
• Manifold constrained regressors are in many cases informative, see Section 1.2.2.
Since an estimate of the manifold can improve prediction, and since this estimate
can with advantage be found using both estimation as well as unlabeled end user
regressors, regression algorithms become semi-supervised.
• As mentioned in the introductory chapter, having regressors constrained to some
low-dimensional manifold in fact reduces the harm caused by the curse of dimensionality for some regression algorithms. K-NN (discussed in Section 2.6.3) will
for example suffer less while the parametric methods discussed in Chapter 2 can
not generally take advantage of the manifold.
A special treatment of regression problems with regressors constrained to a manifold
could hence be worth while.
Problems having regressors constrained to linear manifolds i.e., hyper planes, are usually treated well by algorithms presented in the previous chapter since in this case, Euclidean distance equals geodesic distance. These problems are hence both smooth in a
Euclidean and geodesic sense. It is of obvious interest to be able to go further and to
be able to handle (nonlinear) manifolds. In this chapter we therefore take a look at two
attempts to incorporate the notion of an underlying manifold in the regressor space. We
start by formulating the problem.

3.1

Problem Formulation and Notation

As described in Section 2.1, we seek the relation f between regressors x ∈ Rnx and
outputs y ∈ Rny . If we assume that the measurements of f (x) are distorted by some
additive noise e, we can write
y = f (x) + e.
(3.1)
Assume now that the regressors are constrained to some subset Ω ⊂ Rnx i.e.,
x ∈ Ω.

(3.2)

obs
To aid us in our search for f we are given a set of samples {xobs,t , yobs,t }N
t=1 generated
Nobs
from (3.1) and with {xobs,t }t=1 ∈ Ω. Given a new regressor xeu ∈ Ω, we would like to
be able to give an estimate of the corresponding output y produced by (3.1). Since our
estimate of f will be based on the estimation data (see Section 2.1), the prediction can be
written as
e
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ(xeu , {xe,t , ye,t }N
(3.3)
t=1 ).

If we further assume that the regressors are informative, we could do even better by incorporate the information of the Ω in the predictor
e
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ(xeu , {xe,t , ye,t }N
t=1 , Ω).

(3.4)
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Ω is generally unknown. We can however form an estimate Ω̂ of Ω from regressors.
Our estimate of the manifold Ω can with advantage be computed from all regressors. We
therefore write
e
Ω̂ = Ω̂({xe,t }N
(3.5)
t=1 , xeu ).
The prediction of y now takes the form
Ne
e
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ(xeu , {xe,t , ye,t }N
t=1 , Ω̂({xe,t }t=1 , xeu )).

(3.6)

This problem formulation assumes that the regressors are informative. Notice that
the problem formulation previously used, see Section 2.1, ignored whether the regressors
were informative or not and treated regressors as they were uninformative.
We will restrict us to subsets which are manifolds, i.e., Ω is assumed to be a manifold.

3.2

Regression on Manifold Techniques

Supervised and semi-supervised manifold learning algorithms have previously been used
for classification, see for example de Ridder et al. (2003); Kouropteva et al. (2002); Zhao
et al. (2005), which propose Supervised Local Linear Embedding (SLLE). For regression,
however, much less have been done.

3.2.1

Manifold Regularization

Manifold regularization (see e.g. Belkin et al. (2006); Sindhwani et al. (2005); Belkin et al.
(2004)) can be seen as an extension of the SVR framework treated in Section 2.4.3. Manifold regularization incorporate that regressors are constrained to manifolds. It assumes
that the regressors are informative and that the semi-supervised smoothness assumption
is satisfied. Just as the name suggests, manifold regularization is the SVR algorithm regularized so that the estimates take into account the underlying manifold structure of the
regressor data.
To describe manifold regularization we need to introduce some notation. Let first K̃
be a Ne + Neu × Ne + Neu kernel matrix. The elements of K̃ are defined by

k̃(xe,i , xe,j ),
if i, j ≤ Ne ,



k̃(xeu,i , xeu,j ), if Ne < i ≤ Ne + Neu , Ne < j ≤ Ne + Neu
K̃ij =
(3.7)

k̃(xeu,i , xe,j ), if j ≤ Ne , Ne < i ≤ Ne + Neu ,


k̃(xe,i , xeu,j ), otherwise,
for some chosen kernel function k̃(·, ·). A typical choice is

2
e−||xi −xj || /σ , if xj is one of the K-closest neighbors to xi ,
k̃(xi , xj ) =
0,
otherwise.

(3.8)

Also define D as the Ne + Neu × Ne + Neu diagonal matrix with
Dii =

NX
e +Neu
j=1

K̃ij

(3.9)
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and
L , D − K̃.

(3.10)

Let
f , [f (xe,1 ), f (xe,2 ), . . . , f (xe,Ne ), f (xeu,1 ), f (xeu,2 ), . . . , f (xeu,Neu )]T .

(3.11)

Using this notation we can now formalize manifold regularization. Recall (see (2.29))
that the SVR framework seek a function f by
min
f

Ne
X

||ye,i − f (xe,i )||2 + λ||f ||2K .

(3.12)

i=1

In manifold regularization a function f is found by
min
f

Ne
X

||ye,i − f (xe,i )||2 + λ||f ||2K +

i=1

λI
f T Lf ,
Ne + Neu

(3.13)

with λ and λI design parameters. Notice the difference between the objective function
minimized in SVR (3.12) and in manifold regularization (3.13). The extra regularization
term in manifold regularization is in well accordance with the semi-supervised smoothness assumption. To see this, let us expand the added regularization term
f T Lf =

Ne
X
i6=j

K̃ij ||f (xe,i ) − f (xe,j )||2 +

Neu
X

K̃i+Ne ,j+Ne ||f (xeu,i ) − f (xeu,j )||2 .

i6=j

The regularization hence forces ||f (xi ) − f (xj )|| to be small if Kij = k̃(xi , xj ) is large.
In the case of the suggested kernel (3.8), the kernel k̃ gets large if xi and xj are close
to each other. ||f (xi ) − f (xj )|| is hence forced to be small if xi and xj are close. If xi
and xj are not close enough (not one of the K-nearest neighbors) no assumption on the
values of f (xi ) and f (xj ) are made. The number of neighbors K should be chosen small
enough to not get leakage. We say that we have leakage if the K nearest neighbors of a
regressor are not all close in geodesic distance. With the kernel choice given in (3.8) the
regularization is hence well motivated by the semi-supervised smoothness assumption.
To rigorously explain manifold regularization a quite sophisticated mathematical framework is needed. We refer the interested reader to Belkin et al. (2006) and simply state the
from a user perspective necessary details. The bottom line is the following:
• Choose a kernel k(·, ·) : Rnx × Rnx → R. A particular choice could be a Gaussian
kernel
2
2
k(xi , xj ) = e−||xi −xj || /2σ .
(3.14)
Define the Ne + Neu × Ne + Neu matrix K by letting

k(xe,i , xe,j )
if i, j ≤ Ne ,



k(xeu,i , xeu,j ) if Ne < i ≤ Ne + Neu , Ne < j ≤ Ne + Neu
Kij =
k(xeu,i , xe,j ) if j ≤ Ne , Ne < i ≤ Ne + Neu ,



k(xe,i , xeu,j ) otherwise.

(3.15)
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• Choose a kernel k̃(·, ·). The suggested kernel (3.8) is a good choice. Compute K̃
and D as in (3.7) and (3.9). Finally compute L by L = D − K̃.
• Suppose that we use the specific regression function
X
fˆ(xeu ) =
αi ki (xeu ), αi ∈ Rny × R,

(3.16)

i=1

with the basis functions ki (·) : Rnx → R formed from kernels centered at some
coordinates {xi }i=1 (possibly infinitely many) i.e.,
ki (xeu ) , k(xeu , xi ).

(3.17)

It is then shown by the representer theorem (see e.g. Kimeldorf and Wahba (1971))
that the solution to a criterion of the form (3.13) is actually minimized by
fˆ(xeu ) =

Ne
X

αi k(xeu , xe,i ) +

i=1

Neu
X

αi+Ne k(xeu , xeu,i ),

αi ∈ Rny × R. (3.18)

i=1

Then the regularized criterion is
min
α

Ne
X

||ye,i −

i=1

Ne
X

αi k(xeu , xe,i ) +

i=1

Neu
X

αi+Ne k(xeu , xeu,i )||2

i=1

λI
(KαT )T LKαT ,
+ λαKαT +
Ne + Neu

(3.19)

with α = [αe,1 , . . . , αe,Ne , αeu,1 , . . . , αeu,Neu ] and λ, λI design parameters. Since
this criterion is quadratic in α the minimization is easy and the result is
αmr = (JK + λNe I +

λI Ne
LK)−1 ȲT
(Neu + Ne )2

(3.20)

Ȳ = [Y 0ny ×Neu ] and J a Ne + Neu × Ne + Neu diagonal matrix with the first Ne
diagonal elements equal to one and the Neu last equal to zero.
• The predictor is given by
ŷi =

Ne
X
j=1

αjmr k(xeu,i , xe,j ) +

Neu
X

mr
αj+N
k(xeu,i , xeu,j ).
e

(3.21)

j=1

The computations are quite similar to those of SVR. However, notice that the manifold
regularization framework is a semi-supervised algorithm.
Remark 3.2. As for SVR, the squared loss function in (3.13) is a special case called
Laplacian Regularized Least Squares Regression (LapRLS or LapRLSR, Belkin et al.
(2005, 2006)). Manifold regularization can also handle more advanced loss functions.
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Example 3.2: LapRLS and RLSR Applied to a Spiral-Formed Manifold
To get a better understanding for the meaning of the added regularization term, it is nice
to compare manifold regularization to support vector regression, since the only difference
is the added regularization term. Let us use a square loss term (i.e., we compare RLSR
and LapRLS) and a Gaussian kernel
k(x, y) = e−

||x−y||2
σ2

.

(3.22)

Let data be generated from
x1,t = 8vt cos 8vt ,
x2,t = 8vt sin 8vt ,
q
yt = 8vt = x21,t + x22,t

(3.23a)
(3.23b)
(3.23c)

and assume that the output yt is measured with some measurement noise, i.e.,
ytm = yt + et ,

et ∼ N (0, σe2 ).

(3.24)

Let now 25 estimation regressor-output pairs be generated by the system using 25 v-values
uniformly distributed in the interval [2, 3.2]. Figure 3.1 shows the estimation regressors
along with measured outputs. Since the regressors are constrained to a spiral-formed
manifold, the example is illustrative even though the dimensionality is low. 200 validation
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Figure 3.1: Estimation data for Example 3.2. * measurements used as estimation
data and solid line shows the function from which the estimation data was measured.
regressors were generated in the same way as the estimation data. After having computed
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K and L using the kernel given in (3.7) and (3.8), αsvr and αmr were computed using
(2.36) respective (3.20). Estimated outputs are given by

fˆsvr (xeu,i ) =

Ne
X

αjsvr k(xeu,i , xe,j )

(3.25)

i=1

for RLSR (SVR) and for LapRLS (manifold regularization) by

fˆmr (xeu,i ) =

Ne
X

αjmr k(xeu,i , xe,j ) +

j=1

Neu
X

mr
αj+N
k(xeu,i , xeu,j ).
e

(3.26)

j=1

Tuning the design parameters, σ, λA , λI (λA = 0.000005, λI = 0.9 for LapRLS and
λA = 0.001 for RLSR, σ = 10 and 7 neighbors were used in both cases) a good result
was obtained for the LapRLS, shown in Figure 3.2. However, due to the low number
of estimation regressors the RLSR did not do very well, see Figure 3.3. Using nearly
twice as many estimation regressors for the RLSR as for the LapRLSR, the performance
became comparable.
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Figure 3.2: Predicted output for Example 3.2 using LapRLS. Solid line shows the
predicted output and dashed line the true output. A 68% fit (see (2.9)) was obtained.
The 100 last samples are shown.
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Figure 3.3: Predicted output for Example 3.2 using RLSR. Solid line shows the
predicted output and dashed line the true output. A 18% fit (see (2.9)) was obtained.
The 100 last samples shown.

3.2.2

Joint Manifold Modeling

The Joint Manifold Modeling (JMM, see e.g. Navaratnam et al. (2007)) approach aims
at modeling the density p(x, y) by the use of a Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model
(GPLVM, see e.g. Lawrence (2004)). It uses the assumption that x and y are constrained
to some low-dimensional manifold parameterized by some latent variable z. The interested reader are directed to Navaratnam et al. (2007) for more details.

3.3

Concluding Remarks

This chapter has served as an overview of regression algorithms adapted to manifold
constrained regressors. Some motivation to why manifold constrained regression problems need special treatment has also been given. We will continue to study manifold
constrained regression problems in the next three chapters. We will there examine how
manifold learning can be utilized in manifold constrained regression.

4
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In the previous chapter we saw how support vector regression had been modified to better
handle regressors constrained to a manifold. This was done by adding a regularization
term to the support vector regression framework. We also mentioned joint manifold modeling. Joint manifold modeling aimed at modeling the manifold on which the regressoroutput pairs reside by the use of Gaussian processes.
In this chapter we continue to handle regressors constrained to manifolds. First recall
Remark 3.1. It was there stated that it could be an advantage to work with the regressors
expressed in the intrinsic description as supposed to as points in the original regressor
space. In this chapter we will explore this idea. The problem of finding a prediction for
an unknown output is then divided into two steps:
1. Parameterize the manifold in the regressor space i.e., find an intrinsic description
of the manifold. Express the regressors in this parameterization.
2. Solve the regression problem using this new description of the regressors.
The two step scheme is visualized in Figure 4.1 and further discussed in Ohlsson et al.
(2007).
Notice the similarity to what was discussed in Section 2.5, High-Dimensional Regression Techniques Using Dimensionality Reduction. The idea in that section was to use the
projection of the regressors onto a linear subspace as new regressors and find a mapping
to the outputs by regression with these new regressors. The ideas in Section 2.5 and this
chapter are very similar. The differences lies in that we now assume that regressors are
constrained to a manifold that is not linear and in how the new description of the regressors are found.
To find the expression for the regressors in the parameterization of the manifold, i.e.
step 1 above, we choose to use a theory called manifold learning. Manifold learning is
therefore discussed in Section 4.2. To clarify above discussion, we start by formulating
the problem.
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f 2 ( z)

UX

Y
Z

f (x)
Figure 4.1: Overview of the identification steps for a system having regressors constrained to a manifold. X is the regressor space with regressors constrained to some
manifold. Z is a space, with the same dimension as the manifold, containing the
intrinsic description of the regressors. Y is the output space. Regular identification
schemes address the problem by directly estimate the function f : X → Y .

4.1

Problem Formulation and Notation

As in previous chapters, we seek the relation f between regressors x ∈ Rnx and outputs
y ∈ Rny . If we assume that the measurements of f (x) are distorted by some additive
noise e we can write
y = f (x) + e.
(4.1)
Assume also that the regressors are constrained to some subset Ω ⊂ Rnx i.e.,
x ∈ Ω.

(4.2)

obs
To aid us in our search for f we are given a set of samples {xobs,t , yobs,t }N
t=1 generated
Nobs
from (4.1) and with {xobs,t }t=1 ∈ Ω. Given a new regressor xeu ∈ Ω, we would like to
be able to give an estimate of the corresponding y produced by (4.1). Since our estimate
of f will be based on the estimation data (see Section 2.1), the predictor can be expressed
as
e
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ(xeu , {xe,t , ye,t }N
(4.3)
t=1 ).

Assume now that Ω is a manifold and that the regressors are informative (see Section 1.2.2). So far everything is the same as in the previous chapter. However, let us now
specify a different solution path compared to the previous chapter. Let us introduce a
parameterization/intrinsic description z ∈ Rnz for the manifold Ω (nz is the number of
parameters needed to parameterize the manifold Ω, or equivalently, the dimension of the
manifold). The parameterization can be seen as a function f1 : Rnx → Rnz mapping
regressors x to z. Since f1 is a parameterization of Ω, f1 can be dependent on Ω. We
could for example think of a parameterization defined as the geodesic distance from a
certain point on the manifold. We write
z(x) = f1 (x, Ω).

(4.4)
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Ω is generally unknown and we have to use an estimate for Ω. We therefore redefine our
parameterization
z(x) = f1 (x, Ω̂).
(4.5)
Neu
obs
Now, for a choice of parameterization, a given set of regressors {{xobs,t }N
t=1 , {xeu,s }s=1 }
Nobs
Neu
nz
can be transformed into a set {{z(xobs,t )}t=1 , {z(xeu,s )}s=1 } in R by (4.5).
Notice that the regressors z(x) do not generally need to be constrained to any subset
in Rnz . As a consequence, the regressors z(x) are generally not informative. What
has then been gained? The new nz -dimensional description of the regressors can be of
considerably lower dimension compare to the the original nx -dimensional description.
A high-dimensional regression problem can then be transformed into a problem which
ordinary regression methods can handle. We can further hope that the parameterization
is such that the function from the regressors in Rnz to the output is well behaved i.e.,
smooth etc. We will in Chapter 5 and 6 study how a parameterization can be constructed
to have these properties. In this chapter we will simply concentrate on finding an intrinsic
description and by that reduce the dimensionally of the regression problem.
If we denote the mapping to the outputs f2 , we can write

y = f2 (z(x)),

f2 : Rnz → Rny .

(4.6)

Since f2 is unknown, we find an estimate using the estimation data. The predictor then
takes the form
e
ŷ(xeu ) = fˆ2 (z(xeu ), {z(xe,i ), ye,i }N
(4.7)
i=1 ).
To summarize, we need to find two functions, f1 and f2 :
• f1 defines the parameterization of the manifold. We will use manifold learning to
find f1 and as we will see, not give an explicit expression for it. Given a set of regressors, a manifold learning algorithm will simply produce a set of new regressors
expressed in the parameterization of the manifold.
• Since the new regressors are uninformative (for uninformative regressors, see Section 1.2.1), f2 will be found by an ordinary regression method.

4.2

Manifold Learning

Manifold learning is a fairly new research area aiming at finding, as the name suggests,
descriptions of data on manifolds. The area has it roots in machine learning, and is a
special form of nonlinear dimensionality reduction. Some of the most known algorithms
are isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000), Locally Linear Embedding (LLE, Roweis and Saul
(2000)), Laplacian eigenmaps (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003), Hessian eigenmaps (HLLE,
Donoho and Grimes (2003)) and local tangent space alignment (Zhang and Zha, 2005).
All manifold learning algorithms take as input a set of points sampled from some unknown manifold. A low-dimensional description of the points (a set of points of the same
dimension as the manifold) is then computed by searching for a set of new points preserving certain properties of the data. For example, Laplacian eigenmaps method tries to
preserve the Euclidean distance between neighboring points. Isomap tries to preserve the
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geodesic distances i.e., the distance along the manifold, between points and locally linear embedding, Hessian eigenmaps and local tangent space alignment make assumptions
about local linearity which is aimed to be preserved. Most manifold learning algorithms
will therefore not give an explicit expression for the mapping f1 of high-dimensional
points to an intrinsic description but instead an algorithm for computing an intrinsic description.
Any manifold learning method could be used, some better suited than others and often
depending on the problem, to find an intrinsic description of the manifold to which the
regressors are constrained. We will focus on locally linear embedding.

4.3

Locally Linear Embedding

For finding intrinsic descriptions of data on a manifold, we will use the manifold learning
technique Locally Linear Embedding (LLE, Roweis and Saul (2000)). f1 in (4.5) will
thereby be defined by the map computed by LLE. LLE is a manifold learning technique
which aims at preserving neighbors, see Figure 4.2 for an exemplification. In other words,
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Figure 4.2: Left figure, a set of points on a spiral formed manifold in a threedimensional space. Right figure, the three-dimensional points in the left figure
mapped down to a two-dimensional space by LLE. Looking back on Figure 4.1, the
X-space there should be thought of as the left figure of Figure 4.2 and the Z-space as
the right figure of Figure 4.2.

given a set of points {x1 , . . . , xN } residing on some nz -dimensional manifold in Rnx ,
LLE aims to find a new set of coordinates {z1 , . . . , zN }, zi ∈ Rnz , satisfying the same
neighbor-relations as the original points. The LLE algorithm can be divided into twosteps:
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Step 1: Define the wij :s
Given data consisting of N real-valued vectors xi of dimension nx , the first step minimizes the cost function
N
X

ε(w) =

xi −

N
X

2

wij xj

(4.8a)

j=1

i=1

with respect to w under the constraints
 PN

j=1 wij = 1,
wij = 0 if kxi − xj k > Ci (K) or if i = j.

(4.8b)

Here, Ci (K) is chosen so that only K weights wij become nonzero for every i. In the
basic formulation of LLE, the number K and the choice of lower dimension nz ≤ nx are
the only design parameters, but it is also common to add a regularization


wi1
N
N
X
r

 X
Fr (w) ,
[wi1 , . . . , wiN ]  ... 
||xj − xi ||2
K i=1
wiN j:wij 6=0

(4.9)

to (4.8a), see de Ridder and Duin (2002); Roweis and Saul (2000).

Step 2: Define the zij :s
In the second step, w is now fixed. Let zi be of dimension nz and minimize

Φ(z) =

N
X

zi −

i=1

N
X

2

wij zj

(4.10a)

j=1

with respect to z = [z1 , . . . , zN ], and subject to
N
1 X T
zi zi = I
N i=1

(4.10b)

using the weights wij computed in the first step. The solution z to this optimization
problem is the desired set of nz -dimensional coordinates which will work as an intrinsic
description of the manifold for us. By expanding the squares we can rewrite Φ(z) as
Φ(z) =

N
X

(δij − wij − wji +

N
X

i,j

,

N
X
i,j

wli wlj )ziT zj

l

Mij ziT zj =

nz X
N
X
k

i,j

Mij zki zkj = T r(zMzT )

(4.11)
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with M a symmetric N × N matrix with the ijth element
Mij = δij − wij − wji +

N
X

wli wlj .

(4.12)

l

The solution to (4.10) is obtained by using Rayleigh-Ritz theorem, see e.g. Horn and
Johnson (1990), p. 176.
Lemma 4.1
With νi the unit length eigenvector of M associated with the ith smallest eigenvalue,


ν1 , . . . , νnz

T

= arg min Φ(z) s.t. zzT = N I.

(4.13)

z

Notice that no explicit mapping is given but more so an algorithm for computing an
intrinsic description. If new points are introduced, the algorithm has to be rerun causing
the intrinsic description for the old points to change.
Example 4.1: Introductory Example to LLE



0 0.5 1 2
Assume that we are given a set of two-dimensional regressors x =
,
0 0.5 1 2
lying on a linear manifold, in this case a straight line. The regressors are shown in Figure 4.3. Let us walk through the LLE algorithm and try to understand how it maps the
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Figure 4.3: Regressors used in Example 4.1.
regressors. Using r = 0 and K = 2 i.e., the two closest neighboring regressors to describe
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a third,
ε(w) =

N
X

xi −

2

wij xj

j=1

i=1



N
X



0
0

1
1

2

1
1

2

2
2

2

1
1

2





0.5
− w13
0.5


 

0.5
0
+
− w21
− w23
0.5
0
 



1
0.5
+
− w32
− w34
1
0.5
 



2
0.5
+
− w42
− w43
2
0.5
=

− w12

P

wij = 1, the weights can be compute to


0
2 −1 0
 0.5 0 0.5 0 
.
w=
 0
2
0 −1 
0 −2 3
0
Pnz
M can then be found using Mij = δij − wij − wji + k wki wkj ,


2.25 −4.5
2.25
0
 −4.5
13
−10.5 2 

M=
 2.25 −10.5 11.25 −3  .
0
2
−3
1

With

.

j

(4.14)

(4.15)

The searched one-dimensional representation is according to Lemma 4.1 given by the
eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue normalized to unit length. Using e.g. the svd
command in Matlab, we can compute
z = [−0.2 0.0571 0.3143 0.8286].

(4.16)

LLE hence produce an intrinsic description as if we would have introduced a one-dimensional
coordinate system on the linear manifold connecting the regressors.

It is nice to see how LLE managed to find a one-dimensional description of the twodimensional regressors in the previous example. But, it may not say so much about how
LLE handles a high-dimensional set of points. We therefore take a look at another example.
Example 4.2: Parameterization of the Manifold – Images of a Toy Car
In this example we consider 19 images taken of a toy car as it was rotated around a vertical
axis (data set from Johansson and Moe (2005)). The car was rotated 5 degrees between
two subsequent images. Figure 4.4 shows 8 of the 19 images.
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Figure 4.4: Images of a car from different angles.
Each image consists of 576 × 720 pixels. This means that each car picture can be
represented as a point in R414720 (576 · 720 = 414 720). At the same time we realize that
these images cannot fill the whole space. From a given 3D representation of the car, we
could generate all the images by just specifying the rotation angle. That means that all the
pictures must be constrained to a one-dimensional manifold in R414720 .
Using LLE with nz = 1, we can compute 19 one-dimensional coordinates along the
one-dimensional manifold corresponding to the 19 414720-dimensional images.
The result using K = 12 and r = 0.012 is given in Figure 4.5.
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0
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1.5

Figure 4.5: 19 (only 7 showed with a cropped image) 576 × 720 pixel images of the
toy car, each separated by 5 degrees angle, brought down to a one-dimensional space
by LLE.
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Almost all the 19 coordinates are ordered after corresponding car’s rotation. However,
for the largest and smallest of the 19 one-dimensional coordinates, this is not true.

4.4

Unsupervised LLE Followed by Regression

We have seen that LLE can be used to express manifold constrained regressors in terms
of an intrinsic description. To conclude and get a prediction for f (xeu ), we would now
like to use these new nz -dimensional regressors in a regular regression method to find the
mapping to the output, i.e., to find f2 of (4.7). We demonstrate the idea by an example.
Example 4.3: Regression – Images of a Toy Car Continued
In Example 4.2 we computed {zt }19
t=1 , 19 one-dimensional coordinates. Each coordinate
had a 414720-dimensional image of a toy car, xt , associated with it. Figure 4.6 shows a
19
plot of the 19 one-dimensional coordinates {zt }19
t=1 against their associated angle {yt }t=1 .
As seen the relation between z and y is nonlinear. Let us now assume that we know the
rotation angle associated with z = −1.1, 0.2 and 1.1. We can then fit a linear predictor
(2.11) to these data. This linear predictor is shown as a line in Figure 4.6. For angles
around 30◦ the linear predictor is shown to give quite good predictions.
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Figure 4.6: Stars: 19 one-dimensional coordinates (associated with 19 414720dimensional images of a toy car from different angles) plotted against associated
angle. Line: prediction by linear regression. See Example 4.3 for details.
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Concluding Remarks

We have quite limited control over the parameterization computed by LLE and as we
just saw in the example, even though we got a regression problem of lower dimension it
was very nonlinear. LEE finds an intrinsic description. There are infinitely many more
intrinsic descriptions. How do we find an intrinsic description suitable for the regression
done in the second step? We continue this discussion in the next chapter.

5

Weight Determination by Manifold
Regularization (WDMR)

The parameterization found by manifold learning is one out of many parameterizations
of a manifold. In this chapter we explore the possibility to extend the unsupervised manifold learning into a semi-supervised parameterization algorithm to find a more suitable
parameterization.
The situation is actually quite similar to that of PCR and PLS discussed in Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. PCR finds a set of low-dimensional coordinates corresponding to
a set of high-dimensional regressors based only on the regressors. PLS, however, takes
into account the measured outputs and can hence find a low-dimensional description more
suited for predicting an output. PCR uses PCA which is an unsupervised dimensionality
reduction method while PLS uses supervised dimensionality reduction since measured
outputs are incorporated.
To compute a better parameterization of the manifold, a measure of what is a good
and a bad parameterization is needed. We have chosen to meet this need by introducing a
penalty for the error between the estimation outputs and the predicted estimation outputs.
If we recall the notation from Section 4.1, we can write this penalty
Ne
X

||ye,t − f2 (z(xe,t ))||2 .

(5.1)

t=1

This leads us to a dilemma. To find the parameterization i.e., the z-coordinates, we need
to know f2 . To compute the function f2 we need the parameterization and to simultaneous
compute f2 and z, gives too much freedom. We may get around this by alternate between
computing a parameterization and by computing f2 . However, we will here choose to fix
f2 . The parameterization will then have to accommodate for the missing flexibility in f2 .
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The result will be two algorithms; one smoothing filter and one regression algorithm.
Both algorithms will take the form of a kernel expression, see Section 2.2. The kernel
matrix K accounts for the restriction of regressors to a manifold and we therefore call the
framework Weight Determination by Manifold Regularization (WDMR, Ohlsson et al.
(2008a)).
We choose to not repeat the problem formulation here. Notice however that since
we will now use estimation data to obtain a better suited parameterization than LLE, our
parameterization described in (4.5) takes the form
e
z(xeu ) = f1 (xeu , {xe,t , ye,t }N
t=1 , Ω̂).

(5.2)

As already mentioned, we will also fix f2 in advance.

5.1

Smoothing Using WDMR

In this section, we extend LLE by including the knowledge of observed outputs to get a description that will facilitate a subsequent identification step. The result will be a smoothing filter for the measured outputs with a weighting kernel adjusted to the manifoldconstrained regressors.
To avoid poor parameterizations, we modify the function Φ(z) (see (4.11)) by adding
the regularization (5.1). The second step of the LLE algorithm (4.10) now becomes
minλT r(zMzT ) + (1 − λ)||ye − f2 (z)||2F
z

subject to zzT = Ne I.

(5.3a)
(5.3b)

Here, || · ||F is the Frobenius norm, M is computed from xe via w (see (4.12)) and f2 is
a function mapping from the parameterization, z(x), to the output, y, see Figure 4.1. The
parameter λ is a design parameter which can be set to values between 0 and 1. λ = 1
gives the same parameterization as LLE and λ = 0 gives a parameterization equal to a
normalized version of the, possible noisy, measurements ye .
The function f2 can be:
• Chosen beforehand.
• Computed by for example alternating between minimizing (5.3a) w.r.t. z and f2 .
However, it is unclear if optimizing over f2 would improve the results or if there is
enough flexibility with a fixed f2 .
We choose to fix f2 (z) = z and will force the parameterization to adapt to this.
Remark 5.1. With f2 (z) = z, the parameterization of the manifold z is assumed to be
of the same dimension as the output y. When this is not motivated, we use f2 (z) =
[Iny ×ny 0ny ×nz −ny ]z. This modification does not introduce any major difficulties. However, for simplicity the derivation in the sequel is done using f2 (z) = z.
With a fixed f2 , the constraint on z can be relaxed since the second term of (5.3a)
(1 − λ)||ye − z||2F will keep z from becoming identically zero. The problem is then
simplified considerably while many of the properties are still preserved.
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The parameterization z now acts as an estimate of the outputs y and we therefore write
ŷ(xe ) = arg min λT r(zMzT ) + (1 − λ)||ye − z||2F .

(5.4)

z

Notice that the xe here enters via M. Now since

d
λT r(zMzT ) + (1 − λ)||ye − z||2F = 2λzM − 2(1 − λ)(ye − z)
dz

(5.5)

(5.4) is minimized by
−1

ŷ(xe )T = (1 − λ) (λM + (1 − λ)I)

yeT .

(5.6)

ŷ(xe ) becomes a smoothed version of the measurements ye . The smoothing filter takes
into account that the output is associated with some regressors and aims to make two
outputs close to each other if associated regressors are close. The design parameter λ
reflects how much we rely on the measured outputs. For a λ = 1, the information in the
measured outputs is considered worthless. Using a λ = 0, the output is thought to be
noise-free and obtained “unchanged” as the estimate from the smoothing filter.
A nice way to look at the smoothing algorithm is by seeing the term T r(zMzT ) in
(5.4) as a regularization (cf. ridge regression discussed in Section 2.4.1). The regularization incorporates the notion of a manifold and forces the output y to have the same
neighbor relations as its corresponding regressors. The neighbor relations are contained
in M and are computed as in LLE, see Section 4.3. LLE has the ability catch neighbor relations as it was using geodesic distance. So, the neighbor relations, measured in
the geodesic measure, of the regressors will be transfered to the estimated outputs. This
goes hand in hand with the semi-supervised smoothness assumption, see Assumption A2.
Our estimate will hence rely on the semi-supervised smoothness assumption. The term
||ye − z||2F of (5.4) will cause the parameterization to adjust to the chosen f2 , which we
here fixed to f2 (z) = z, and the estimation outputs. However, since ye may be noisy,
the estimate ŷe will be a combination of something that satisfies the neighbor relations,
and thereby the semi-supervised smoothness assumption, and that also fits well to the
measured outputs.
Notice that the smoothing filter (5.6) takes the form of a kernel method (2.12)
ŷ(xe )T = KyeT .

(5.7)

The kernel matrix K is in this case defined by
−1

K , (1 − λ) (λM + (1 − λ)I)

.

(5.8)

Since each row in K defines a weighting-kernel i.e., each row defines how to weight
together estimation outputs to get a filtered estimation output, we name the algorithm
Weight Determination by Manifold Regularization smoothing filter (WDMR smoothing
filter). We summarize the WDMR smoothing filter in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 WDMR Smoothing Filter
Let Ne be the number of estimation regressors xe and let ye be their associated outputs.
Let Ci (K) be chosen so that only K weights wij become nonzero for every i. Then, for
a chosen K, r and λ,
1. Find the weights wij minimizing
Ne
X

xe,i −

i=1

Ne
X

2

wij xe,j

+ Fr (w),

(5.9)

j=1

 PNe
subject to

j=1 wij = 1,
wij = 0 if ||xe,i − xe,j || > Ci (K) or if i = j

(5.10)

and with


wi1
Ne
Ne
X
r
 ..  X
Fr (w) ,
[wi1 , . . . , wi Ne ]  . 
||xe,j − xe,i ||2 .
K i=1
wi Ne j:wij 6=0
2. With Mij = δij − wij − wji +

PNe
k

(5.11)

wki wkj the smoothed outputs are given by
−1

ŷ(xe )T = (1 − λ) (λM + (1 − λ)I)

yeT .

(5.12)

We now give three examples. The examples will demonstrate that the kernel defined
by the WDMR filter adjusts to the manifold and weight together outputs of, in a geodesic
sense, the closest estimation regressors. The examples also show how K affect the bandwidth of the kernel, λ the shape of the kernel and that r affects the ability of the kernel to
adjust to the manifold.
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Example 5.1: Introductory Example to the WDMR Smoothing Filter
Let us continue on the example used to exemplify LLE (Example 4.1). We there had that


0 0.5 1 2
xe =
,
(5.13)
0 0.5 1 2
K = 2, r = 0 and from (4.15) we computed

2.25 −4.5
2.25
0
 −4.5
13
−10.5
2
M=
 2.25 −10.5 11.25 −3
0
2
−3
1



.


(5.14)

If now M is inserted in (5.6) i.e.,
−1

ŷ(xe )T = (1 − λ) (λM + (1 − λ)I4×4 )
each row in

yeT ,

(5.15)

−1

(1 − λ) (λM + (1 − λ)I4×4 )

(5.16)

defines a weighting-kernel which tells how to weight together noisy outputs to get smoothed
outputs. Figure 5.1 shows the kernels for a number of λ. As seen in the Figure 5.1, λ de-
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Figure 5.1: The 4 weighting-kernels for estimation of the output at the regressors
x1 = [0 0]T , x2 = [0.5 0.5]T , x3 = [1 1]T and x4 = [2 2]T . λ = 0.01 (dotted), 0.1
(dashed), 0.6 (solid).
cides the form of the kernel. A λ close to zero gives a very tight kernel which gives almost
all weight to the measured output which we are trying to filter. Increasing λ makes the kernel more wide. The outputs of neighboring regressors will then influence the estimation
more.
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With ye = [0 0.25 1 4] we can now compute ŷ(xe ) using (5.6). As seen in Figure 5.2,
λ = 0 gives ŷ(xe ) = ye . Increasing λ towards one, will make ŷ(xe ) go towards a
prediction satisfying the same neighbor relations as the regressors.
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0
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1

λ
Figure 5.2: ŷ(xe ) as a function of λ. For λ = 0, ŷ(xe ) is the same as ye and for λ
close to one, ŷ(xe ) will satisfy the same neighbor relations as the regressors.
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Example 5.2: WDMR Smoothing Filter Kernel
To get a better understanding for the shape of the kernel, 1000 points were uniformly
sampled from the line connecting the two points [−0.35, −0.35]T and [0.35, 0.35]T in
R2 . The sampled points were used as regressors in the WDMR smoothing filter. For
some different λ and Ks, the kernels shown in Figure 5.3, were then computed. The
kernels plotted show how to weight together measured outputs to get an estimate for the
output with an associated regressor at the origin. As we also saw in Example 5.1, K acts
as some sort of bandwidth of the kernel while λ decides the shape.
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Figure 5.3: Example 5.2, kernel associated with a regressors at the origin for λ =
0.2 (dotted), 0.6 (dashed) and 0.8 (solid). Left figure shows the kernels for K equal
to 10% of the number of regressors points and right figure 20%. The kernel-weights
are plotted against the distance from the origin. r = 0 was used.

Example 5.3: WDMR Smoothing Filter Kernel – Spiral-Formed Manifold
It could also be interesting to see how the kernel behaves as a function of geodesic distance. 100 ν-values, {νt }100
t=1 , equally spaced, between 2 and 3.2 i.e., ν1 = 2, ν2 =
2.012, . . . , ν100 = 3.2, were therefore generated. The generated νs were then inserted in
x1,t = 8νt cos 8νt ,
x2,t = 8νt sin 8νt ,
yt = f (x1,t , x2,t ) + et .

(5.17a)
(5.17b)
(5.17c)

100
100
to get {xe 1,t , xe 2,t }100
t=1 and {ye,t }t=1 . The two-dimensional regressors {xe 1,t , xe 2,t }t=1
2
are constrained to a one-dimensional spiral in R . The spiral-formed manifold makes the
WDMR smoothing filter into a suitable method for filtering the noisy outputs.
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Figure 5.4 shows the weighting-kernel produced by the WDMR smoothing filter (K =
6, λ = 0.92, r = 0.25) as a function of both geodesic and Euclidean distance. The
plotted kernel shows how to weight together estimation outputs ye to get a smoothed
output for a specific regressor {xe 1,t0 , xe 2,t0 }. As seen in Figure 5.4, the kernel adjusts
to the manifold and becomes a smooth function of the geodesic distance. This is desirable
under the semi-supervised smoothness assumption, see Assumption A2, since we then
assume that the output changes smoothly along the manifold but not necessary when
moving from one part to another of the manifold (even though they are close in Euclidean
sense).
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Figure 5.4: Example 5.3, kernel associated with a regressor on a spiral formed manifold. Left figure, kernel plotted as a function of Euclidean distance. Right figure,
kernel plotted as a function of geodesic distance.

The WDMR smoothing filter is an algorithm for smoothing. The WDMR smoothing filter
uses that the outputs depend on some manifold-constrained regressors and assumes that
the semi-supervised smoothness assumption is applicable. In the next section we present
a way to generalize the WDMR framework to unlabeled regressors. We will then obtain
WDMR regression.
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5.2

Regression Using WDMR

The WDMR smoothing filter is a filter which can be used to reduce noise from measured
outputs ye . With new regressors at hand xeu , the filtered outputs ŷe can be utilized to
find estimates of unknown outputs yeu . We could for example use nearest neighbor, see
Section 2.6.3, to form an output
ŷeu =

Ne
X

Ki ŷe,i .

(5.18)

i=1

With regressors x constrained to some manifold, however, also the regressors themselves, regardless of knowledge of associated output y, commonly contain information
about the manifold. The regressors are informative, see Section 1.2.2. We could therefore use this information and include all regressors at hand, even though the outputs are
unknown, when trying to find a parameterization of the manifold. As we will see, including regressors with unknown outputs also gives us a way to generalize and compute
predictions for their outputs.
We therefore apply the first step of the LLE algorithm (4.8) to all regressors, both xe
and xeu . To avoid poor parameterizations, we modify the function Φ(z) (see (4.11)), as
in the WDMR smoothing filter, by adding the regularization (5.1). The second step of the
LLE algorithm (4.10) now becomes

min λT r([ze zeu ]M

ze ,zeu

zTe
zTeu


) + (1 − λ)||ye − f2 (ze )||2F

(5.19a)

subject to [ze zeu ][ze zeu ]T = (Ne + Neu )I.

(5.19b)

As for the WDMR filter, f2 (z) = z is an interesting choice.
Remark 5.2. If the manifold has a different dimension than the output, we would choose
f2 (z) = [Iny ×ny 0ny ×nz −ny ]z. This modification does not introduce any major difficulties. However, for simplicity the derivation in the sequel is done using f2 (z) = z.
We also relax (5.19b) using the same motivation as in the WDMR filter. This leaves
us with
 T 
ze
min λT r([ze zeu ]M
) + (1 − λ)||ye − ze ||2F .
(5.20)
zTeu
ze ,zeu
This expression is quadratic in z and has therefore an explicit solution


ŷe (x)T
ŷeu (x)T




I
= (1 − λ) λM+(1 − λ) Ne ×Ne
0Neu ×Ne

0Ne ×Neu
0Neu ×Neu

−1 

yeT
0Neu ×ny


. (5.21)

Notice that we get an estimate of the unknown outputs along with the smoothed estimation
outputs.
The algorithm is as for the WDMR smoothing filter, an algorithm for computing a
weighting-kernel. The kernel expresses the desire to find predictions which well predict the estimation outputs but also predictions that satisfy the same neighbor relations as
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the regressors (in geodesic sense). To compute predictions that satisfy the same neighbor relations as the regressors is well consistent with the semi-supervised smoothness
assumption.
We summarize the WDMR regression algorithm in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 WDMR Regression
Let xt be the tth element in [xe , xeu ], Ne the number of estimation regressors and Neu the
number of regressors for which a prediction is searched. Let Ci (K) be chosen so that
only K weights wij become nonzero for every i. Then, for a chosen K, r and λ,
1. Find the weights wij minimizing
NX
e +Neu

xi −

i=1

NX
e +Neu

2

+ Fr (w),

(5.22)

wij = 1,
j=1
wij = 0 if ||xi − xj || > Ci (K) or if i = j

(5.23)

wij xj

j=1

 PNe +Neu
subject to
and with
Fr (w) ,

r
K



NX
e +Neu


[wi1 , . . . , wi,Ne +Neu ] 

i=1

ŷe (x)T
ŷeu (x)T





Ne +Neu
 X
||xj − xi ||2. (5.24)

j:wij 6=0

wi,Ne +Neu

2. With Mij = δij − wij − wji +


wi1
..
.

PNe +Neu
k

wki wkj the predicted output is given by



INe ×Ne
= (1 − λ) λM + (1 − λ)
0Neu ×Ne

0Ne ×Neu
0Neu ×Neu

−1 

yeT



0Neu ×ny

.

We now give three examples. The examples show how the kernel forms and how its
ability to adjust to the manifold changes with the design parameters K, λ and r.
Example 5.4: Introductory Example to WDMR Regression
Let us use the same data as in Example 5.1, i.e.,


0 0.5 1 2
xe =
,
0 0.5 1 2
ye = [0 0.25 1 4]
and set


xv =

0.3
0.3

0.7 1.2 1.5 1.8
0.7 1.2 1.5 1.8

(5.25)
(5.26)


.

(5.27)

Since ye was generated by taking the square of the first element in the regressor, we would
like
yv = [0.09 0.49 1.44 2.25 3.24].
(5.28)
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We can use WDMR regression to estimate ŷv (x). With M given in (5.14), the predictions
are given by (5.21). With K = 2 and r = 0, Figure 5.5 shows how the predictions change
when λ is changed. For λ close to zero,
(ŷv (x) − [0.32 0.72 1.22 1.52 1.82 ]) = [0.05 − 0.006 0.05 0.1 0.1].

(5.29)

So in this case, we would have gotten a good result for a small λ if the true function f
was the square of the first element in the regressor.
All the information concerning the regressors are gathered in M. M therefore contains the information of what regressors are neighbors and can be seen as a map of the set
of regressors. WDMR regression finds prediction by seeking for predictions which also
satisfy this map.
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Figure 5.5: ŷe (x) (solid) and ŷv (x) (dashed) as a function of λ.

Example 5.5: The WDMR Regression Kernel
Let us now take a look at the kernel for WDMR regression. The kernel which decides
how to weight together measured outputs to get a prediction for an unknown output is
defined by the Nv bottom rows of

(1 − λ) λM + (1 − λ)



INe ×Ne

0Neu ×Ne

0Ne ×Neu
0Neu ×Neu

−1
.

(5.30)

As for the WDMR filter example, Example 5.2, 1000 estimation regressors were distributed on the line connecting the two points [−0.35, −0.35]T and [0.35, 0.35]T in R2 .
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For a validation regressor at the origin, the associated kernel for some choices of K and
λ was computed using WDMR regression. The different kernels are shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Example 5.5. The kernel weights ki in ŷ(0) =
i=1 ki ye,i plotted
as a function of associated estimation regressors distance to the origin i.e., ||xe,i ||.
λ = 0.2 is showed with a dotted line, 0.6 with dashed line and 0.8 with a solid
line. r = 0. Right figure shows the kernels for K equal to 10% of the number of
estimation regressors and left for 20%.
As observed for the WDMR filter, K can be interpreted as a bandwidth for the kernel
while λ decides the form of the kernel. It should also be observed that for a certain λ
the kernel will almost give the K nearest neighbors equal weights while setting all the
other weights close to zero. We should hence expect a behavior close to that of K-NN,
see Section 2.6.3, for this parameter choice.

As we saw for the WDMR smoothing filter, the kernel of WDMR regression will tend
to adjust to the manifold, if such exists. WDMR regression could therefore do considerably better than ordinary regression methods in situations with regressors on manifolds.
The ability of the kernel to follow the manifold is controlled by the regularization parameter r.
Example 5.6: WDMR Regression Kernel – Spiral-Formed Manifold
As in Example 5.3, we here study regressors on a spiral-formed one-dimensional manifold
in R2 . In this example {νt }200
t=1 was chosen as 200 values, equally spaced, between 2 and
3.2 i.e., ν1 = 2, ν2 = 2.012, . . . , ν200 = 3.2. The generated νs were then used to
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200
generate {xe 1,t , xe 2,t }200
t=1 and {ye,t }t=1 using the relationships:

x1,t = 8νt cos 8νt ,
x2,t = 8νt sin 8νt ,
yt = f (x1,t , x2,t ) + et .

(5.31)
(5.32)
(5.33)

A validation regressor xeu was generated in the same way as the estimation regressors and a prediction using the WDMR regression algorithm was computed. The kernel
associated with the prediction is shown in Figure 5.7.The kernel is plotted along the spiralformed manifold and shows how the kernel adapts to the manifold for different r-values
(see (5.24) for the definition of the regularization r).
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Figure 5.7: Example 5.6. Kernels for a validation regressor on a spiral-formed
manifold. The three different kernels belongs to three different r-values. r = 0.2
(dotted), 200 (solid), 200 000 (dashed). In this case, r = 200 gives a kernel best
adapted to the manifold.
The peaks at approximately 130 in Figure 5.7 will produce predictions based on estimation outputs which regressors are very close to xeu in Euclidean measure but far in
geodesic measure. Under the semi-supervised smoothness assumption, Assumption A2,
this should be avoided. Using r = 200, the kernel is not peaking at 130. This is the
recommended value for r in this example.

Related formulations to the ones presented here in this section were also developed
by Yang et al. (2006).
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WDMR Design Parameters

The WDMR framework has four design parameters. Some intuition for these parameters
were given in the examples. We here try to summarize our findings. The four design
parameters are:
nz – the dimension of the manifold. There are several ways to compute this dimension.
One of the most intuitive and simplest ways is to compute the eigenvalues of some
local covariance matrix for the regressors. The number of eigenvalues which are
significantly different than zero is an estimate of the dimension of the manifold.
K – the number of neighbors or the bandwidth. Depends on the density of the regressors.
Since LLE also has K as a design parameter, some interesting methods for choosing
K can be found in de Ridder and Duin (2002).
r – regularization parameter. r (5.24) is also a design parameter of LLE and discussed
in de Ridder and Duin (2002).
λ – reflects how much we trust the estimation outputs (small λ if we trust the estimation
outputs) and decides the shape of the weighting-kernels.
The way a chosen set of design parameters affects the predictor depends on properties
of the set of all regressors. This makes it difficult to tune the parameters on an estimation
data set if the aim is to apply the WDMR algorithm with the chosen design parameters
on a validation data set. The best way seems to be to tune the WDMR framework with
all regressors (estimation and end user regressors) but to leave out and predict a set of
outputs associated with some estimation data. The error between the left out outputs and
predicted is then used as a guidance in the tuning. However, this implies that the algorithm
has to be re-tuned every time when new data is added.
Much of the theory developed for LLE could with minor modifications be applicable
and may be of help in finding how the design parameters should be changed if e.g. there
was an increase in the number of validation regressors.

5.4

Relation to Other Methods

The smoothing filter and the regression method based on WDMR are both kernel methods
(2.12), i.e. they can be written in the form
ŷT = KyTe

(5.34)

As we have seen, there are many other methods that can be written as a kernel expression
e.g.
• K-NN, Section 2.6.3.
• DWO, Section 2.6.4.
• Local polynomial regression, Section 2.6.2.
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• RLSR, Section 2.4.3.
• LapRLS, Section 3.2.1.
The difference between these methods lies in how they compute the weighing-kernel K.
As we have seen, the kernel computed by WDMR accounts for the restriction of regressors to a manifold and relies on the semi-supervised smoothness assumption (see Asumption A2). More restrictively, K-NN, DWO, RLSR and local polynomial regression assume
a smooth function in the regressor space (see Asumption A1). LapRLS, however, relies
on similar assumptions as WDMR but approaches the problem from a different direction.
While WDMR aims at parameterizing the manifold, LapRLS grants a solution satisfying
the semi-supervised smoothness assumption.
It is also interesting that the second step of WDMR regression
 T 
ze
) + (1 − λ)||ye − ze ||2F
(5.35)
min λT r([ze zeu ]M
zTeu
ze ,zeu
can be seen as a loss term and a regularization. The regularization,

λT r([ze zeu ]M

zTe
zTeu


NX
e +Nv
)=λ
Mij z,iT z,j

(5.36)

i,j

contains information of the structure of the regressors, quite similar to LapRLS described
in Section 3.2.1. It can actually be shown that both M used in LLE and the L used
in LapRLS are two different empirical approximations of the same quantity, see Belkin
(2003). Notice however that WDMR regression directly optimize with respect to the
predictions ŷ (at least when the manifold has the same dimension as the output since
z = ŷ then) while LapRLS optimize with respect to the coefficients α of a function
expansion.

5.5

Examples

To illustrate the WDMR filter and regression’s capability to handle regressors on manifolds, some examples are given here. Comparisons with methods presented in earlier
chapters are also given.
Example 5.7: WDMR Regression – A Spiral Embedded in R2
Consider the system
x1,t = 8νt cos 8νt ,
x2,t = 8νt sin 8νt ,
q
yt = x21,t + x22,t = 8νt .

(5.37a)
(5.37b)
(5.37c)

Assume that the output yt is measured with some measurement error, i.e.,
ytm = yt + et ,

et ∼ N (0, σe2 )

(5.38)
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and that a set of regressor data is generated by the system by ν-values uniformly distributed in the interval [2, 3.2]. The two-dimensional regressors, [x1,t x2,t ]T , are situated
on a one-dimensional manifold, a spiral. Figure 5.8 shows 25 regressors along with associated measured outputs. Even though the dimensionality is not an issue in this particular
example, the manifold-constrained regression data makes it a suitable example.
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Figure 5.8: Estimation data for Example 5.7. The measured outputs, showed with
’∗’, were measured from the underlying system (solid line) using σe = 0.07.
To see how WDMR regression treats this example, 25 labeled regressors (output measurements distorted using σe = 0.07) were generated. The WDMR framework was then
applied to predict the outputs of 200 validation regressors. The prediction performance
was evaluated by computing the mean fit, see (2.9), from a Monte Carlo simulation consisting of 50 runs, like the one just described. The result is summarized in Table 5.1.
K = 11, r = 1 and λ = 0.9 were used in all the 50 runs.
A comparison to K-NN (see section 2.6.3), LapRLS (see Section 3.2.1 and Example 3.2, λA = 0.000005, λI = 0.9, σ = 10 and K = 7), which also adjusts to manifolds,
and with an affine combination are also given in Table 5.1. An affine combination here
denotes a prediction
Ne
X
ŷ(xv ) =
ki ye,i
(5.39)
i=1

with ki different than zero for only the four closest neighbors to xv . The four ki different
than zero were chosen to be proportional to the Euclidean distance between xv and xe .
This is a variant of K-NN, see Section 2.6.3.
An affine combination with weights computed using a Gaussian kernel (see e.g. (3.22))
was also compared with. However, the prediction based on only the closest estimation regressor’s output was always the best and the result was therefore the same as for K-NN.
Figure 5.9 shows the prediction computed by WDMR regression in one of the 50 runs.
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Table 5.1: Results for Example 5.7. The mean fit (based on 50 experiment) for
WDMR regression, K-NN (only the best performing shown, K = 1), affine combination, NARX with sigmoidnet of different orders (only the best performing NARX,
5 units sigmoident) and LapRLS.
WDMR
Regression
78.2%

K-NN
52.0%

affine
comb.
47.2%

NARX

LapRLS

59.7%

68.9%
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−40

Figure 5.9: Validation regressors together with predicted outputs for Example 5.7.
The function from which the estimation data was measured is shown with a solid
line.

Example 5.8: WDMR Smoothing Filter – A Spiral Embedded in R2
To test the smoothing properties of the WDMR framework, a WDMR smoothing filter
(K = 4, r = 0.1 and λ = 0.7) and a smoothing filter with a Gaussian kernel (weighting together 3 closest neighbors and the measurement itself) were applied to 50 labeled
regressors. The regressors and outputs were generated as in the Example 5.7, see (5.37).
However the output measurements were now distorted using σe = 0.1.
Figure 5.10 shows the filtered outputs. The filter with the Gaussian kernel runs into
problems since it weights together the 3 closest neighbors in the regressor space, not
making use of the manifold. The problem could have been avoided by decreasing the
width of the kernel i.e., decreasing the number of neighbors used in the filter, but this
would also have increased the variance of the estimate. The WDMR filter, on the other
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hand, adjusts the weighting kernel to the manifold and thereby avoid to weight together
measurements from different parts of the manifold.
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Figure 5.10: Outputs filtered by WDMR and a filter with a Gaussian kernel in Example 5.7. WDMR filter (thin solid line), Gaussian filter (thick solid line) and true
noise free outputs (dashed line).

Example 5.9: WDMR Regression – fMRI
In this example, similar to Example 1.1 and 2.2, we see fMRI data as regressors. Notice
however that the data used in this example is not the same as in Example 1.1 and 2.2. For
this example, measurements from an 8 × 8 × 2 array covering parts of the visual cortex
were gathered with a sampling period of 2 seconds. To remove noise, data was prefiltered
by applying a spatial and temporal filter with a Gaussian kernel.
The subject in the scanner was instructed to look away from a flashing checkerboard
covering 30% of the field of view. The flashing checkerboard moved around and caused
the subject to look to the left, right, up and down.
The direction in which the person is looking can be described by its angle. The fMRI
data should hence be constrained to a one-dimensional manifold residing in the 128 dimensional regressor space. This makes the regression problem suitable for WDMR regression. The output was chosen to 0 when the subject was looking to the right, π/2 when
looking up, π when looking to the left and −π/2 when looking down.
80 regressors-output pairs were used as estimation data. WDMR regression was in
this example tuned (nz = 1, K = 6, r = 10−6 , λ = 0.8) by leaving out half of the
estimation outputs. The tuned WDMR regression algorithm was then used to predict the
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direction in which the subject was looking. The result from applying WDMR regression
to a validation data set is shown in Figure 5.11.
The result is satisfying but it is not clear to what extent the one-dimensional manifold
has been found. WDMR is doing slightly better than K-NN on this example, which is not
very strange considering the more flexible kernel of WDMR. It is not evident, however,
if this also is because of a found manifold. It is however stimulating to think of the
possibilities of utilizing WDMR on fMRI. Let say that we continue to gather regressors
i.e., MRI data from the subject. Maybe we even continue with the next experiment. Since
the regressors give us information concerning the manifold, our predictor telling in what
direction the subject is looking will continue to improve. This even though we have not
gathered any more estimation data. This is quite intriguing.

π

π/2

0

−π/2
0

20

t(s)

60

80

Figure 5.11: Example 5.9. WDMR regression applied to validation brain activity
measurements (fMRI) of the visual cortex in order to tell in what direction the subject
in the scanner was looking. Dashed line shows the direction in which the subject was
looking (adjusted in time for the time delay expected) and solid line, the predicted
direction by WDMR regression.
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Example 5.10: WDMR Regression – Tracking of Industrial Robot Arm
In this example we see images as regressors. The sequence of images used shows a
moving industrial robot and is taken with an ordinary video camera. 4 images were taken
each second and a total of 111 images.
The images consist of 120 × 160 pixels and the gray-tone in a pixel is represented
with a scalar value. By vectorizing the 120 × 160 matrix which defines an image, we
obtain a 19200-dimensional representation associated with each of the 111 images. The
111 images can hence be seen as 111 points in R19200 . As the robot has 6 degrees of
freedom the 111 points will be constrained to a 6-dimensional manifold in R19200 . There
is then a 6-dimensional parameterization of the manifold that could be used to represent
each of the 111 images.
Let us now consider the problem of tracking one of the arms of the robot in the images.
Since it is tedious to pick out by hand the positions of the two joints defining the position
and orientation of the arm we would rather not do this manually. Let’s say that we accept
to mark out the position of the two joints in 6 of the 111 images, shown in Figure 5.12.
We could see this as a regression problem consisting of 6 19200-dimensional estimation regressors. The output is the two-dimensional positions in the image of the two
joints i.e., 4-dimensional. And the task is to predict the outputs of the remaining 111 − 6
regressors.
Since the regressors are constrained to a 6-dimensional manifold the WDMR regression framework is suitable for this task. We are only interested in a 4-dimensional output and choose therefore to aim for an incomplete 4-dimensional parameterization of the
manifold.
9 samples of the predicted location of the robot arm are showed in Figure 5.13. The
predicted location of the arm has in Figure 5.13 been plotted on top of the image used as
regressor. K = 10, λ = 0.1 and r = 10−1 was used in WDMR regression.

Figure 5.12: The 6 training images together with their given 4-dimensional outputs
i.e., two two-dimensional points, showed here with a line connecting them.
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Figure 5.13: Prediction of the 4-dimensional output by the WDMR regression algorithm.

5.6

Concluding Remarks

We saw in Chapter 4 that we could use LLE to compute an intrinsic description of the
manifold. We did this to obtain a new representation of the regressors which could be
managed by an ordinary regression algorithm. We also saw that the mapping between the
found intrinsic description and the output may not be that easy even though the dimensionality of the regression problem had been reduced. In this chapter, the goal was therefor
to extend the LLE algorithm to find a better suited intrinsic description. The extension of
the LLE algorithm developed into the WDMR framework. The WDMR framework is a
kernel method. WDMR is different than many kernel methods in that it computes kernels
which account for the restriction of regressors to a manifold.
We will continue in the next chapter with WDMR. We will there developer a scheme
for including prior physical knowledge in WDMR.

6

Gray-Box WDMR

In earlier chapters we have discussed high-dimensional regression, high-dimensional regression with regressors constrained to manifolds, manifold learning and last, the WDMR
framework. Two major concerns of these subjects are:
• In manifold learning, we try to learn a manifold from a set of samples. If we
sample too sparsely, it will be very hard to accurately learn the topology of the
manifold and to compute a parameterization which changes continuously along the
manifold. This problem has been discussed in literature, see e.g. Balasubramanian
and Schwartz (2002), and will negatively affect manifold learning and techniques
for high-dimensional regression with regressors constrained to manifolds, including
the WDMR framework.
A saver is that most physical systems behave continuously in time. It is therefore
reasonable to expect that the manifold constrained regressors evolve in a continuous
manner on the manifold. If zt and zt+1 are the two regressor at time t and t + 1 in
a parameterization of the manifold, we would hence expect
||zt − zt+1 || ≤ ,

∀t

(6.1)

for some small number .
• The second concern is about high-dimensional regression. As we have seen, algorithms do not commonly have the possibility to account for prior knowledge
concerning the dynamics relating regressors and outputs. All high-dimensional regression algorithm discussed in earlier chapters have not had this possibility and
could be called black-box modeling approaches. However, in most practical examples we do have some sort of prior knowledge. Say for example that we are faced
with the industrial robot arm tracking problem, exemplified in Example 5.10. Assume that we have a physical model of the robot. In a gray-box modeling approach
we would aim to include this knowledge in order to improve the predictor.
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More common may be that we happen to know that we are modeling a physical
system whose output evolves smoothly over time. It is then undesired that our predictions make abrupt changes. Therefore it could be desirable to include a feature
that makes the output evolves smoothly over time in the modeling.
It is of course an advantage to be able to include prior knowledge in an regression algorithm. Surprisingly, not much work can be found handling this for highdimensional regression and even less for high-dimensional regression with manifold constrained regressors. An extension to the SVR framework (see Section 2.4.3)
exists and was recently presented in (Rahimi et al., 2007). An output prediction was
there computed using SVR but constrained to outputs which would be possible to
generate from an assumed state space model.
In this chapter we address the two issues just raised. We start by extending the
manifold learning algorithm LLE. We make the extension based on the assumption that
samples of the manifold are obtained as measurements of some time-continuous process
evolving on the manifold. It is then plausible to assume that two sequential samples
should be close in geodesic sense. More general, a dynamical model could be assumed
for the dynamical process evolving on the manifold.
We continue by extending the WDMR framework by including a dynamical model
governing the sequence of samples of the manifold. This will lead to a way to include
physical prior knowledge into the WDMR framework making it into a gray-box modeling approach. We will only consider the WDMR regression algorithm. How to extend
the WDMR smoothing filter will follow quite straightforwardly and is therefore not discussed.

6.1

An Extension of Locally Linear Embedding

Recall the manifold learning algorithm LLE discussed in Section 4.3. Let now {xt }N
t=1 be
a set of nx -dimensional observations constrained to a nz -dimensional manifold. Assume
that the observations were made from a in time continuous process. It is then reasonable
to believe that two in time following observations will be close (in a geodesic sense) to
each other on the manifold.
Remark 6.1. Notice that we introduced, see Chapter 3, an intrinsic description or parameterization of the manifold as a nz -dimensional parameterization of the manifold. We did
not associate any properties to this description more than that it is nz -dimensional and
that each point on the manifold can be expressed in this description. Moving from one
point on the manifold to a second, very close in geodesic sense, a parameterization could
hence change quite abruptly.
Seeking a nz -dimensional parameterization or intrinsic description of the manifold
we would like the parameterization to be continuous along the manifold. If z 0 ∈ Rnz and
z 00 ∈ Rnz are the observations x0 and x00 expressed in the nz -dimensional parameterization of the manifold, we would like
||z 0 − z 00 || < L · ||x0 − x00 ||geo

(6.2)
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to hold for all for all x0 , x00 , z 0 , z 00 for some scalar L. ||x0 − x00 ||geo is here denoting the
geodesic distance, in the metric of Rnx , between x0 and x00 .
Since we assumed that two following observations are close in geodesic sense, ||xt −
xt+1 ||geo is assumed to be small. We would then expect
||zt − zt+1 || ≤ ,

∀t

(6.3)

for two in time following samples zt and zt+1 and some small . To request a parameterization satisfying (6.3) we add the regularization term
G(z) = λZ

N
−1
X

||zt − zt+1 ||2

(6.4)

t=1

to the function Φ(z) given in (4.10a). λZ is a design parameter. The obtained second step
of LLE is then
min Φ(z) = min
z

z

N
X
i=1

subject to

zi −

N
X

2

wij zj

+ λZ

N
−1
X

||zt − zt+1 ||2

(6.5a)

t=1

j=1

N
1 X T
zi zi = I.
N i=1

(6.5b)

This will result in that Mij , defined in (4.12), gets an addition of λZ (2δi,j − δi,j+1 −
δi,j−1 − δi−1 δj−1 − δi−N δj−N ). We can hence solve this problem as LLE but with a
slightly different M.
Example 6.1: An Extension of LLE – Imposing Continuous Parameterization
Assume that we are given data {xt , yt }50
t=1 generated by
xt = sin(2πt/50) + e1t ,

(6.6)

e2t ,

(6.7)

∼ N (0, 0.01).

(6.8)

yt = cos(2πt/50) +
e1t , e2t

t should here be considered as time and {xt , yt } is hence a measure at time t of some process evolving along a one-dimensional circle in R2 . Now, assume that we are interested
in a one-dimensional description z of the two-dimensional data set. If LLE in its standard
form is applied to the data, the solid curve in Figure 6.1 is computed. K = 4 and r = 0.4
were used in LLE. As seen in the figure, the computed value by LLE changes drastically
between t = 25 and 26. This is due to clusters in the points {xt , yt }50
t=1 i.e., the topology of the manifold is not correctly estimated due to too sparsely sampled regressors. In
this example, the noise in the regressors caused a gap between {x25 , y25 } and {x26 , y26 }
making it look like a gap in the manifold.
One way to get around this and get a parameterization which changes smoothly along
the manifold is to use the regularization presented in (6.4). The computed parameterization with the regularization included is showed with a dashed line in Figure 6.1.
λZ = 0.01, K = 4 and r = 0.4 were used. As seen, the one-dimensional parameterization is now changing smoothly over time. (6.1) is hence satisfied.
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Figure 6.1: Computed parameterization using LLE with (dashed line) and without
(solid line) the regularization term (6.4).

As a quite natural continuation, we will extend the WDMR framework. However, in the
extension of WDMR we will not only assume that data has been sampled from a (in time)
continuous process but also that we have some dynamical model for how the process
evolves on the manifold.

6.2

Gray-Box WDMR Regression

In this section we present a way to include prior knowledge into the WDMR framework.
The result will be a new regression algorithm that we will call gray-box WDMR regression.
Since we will include dynamical models in our WDMR framework, we have to inNe +Neu
troduce the concept of time. We will hence see the set of regressors {xt }t=1
as an
ordered sequence of regressors measured at time t = 1, . . . , Ne + Neu .
The physical knowledge will now be included in WDMR regression by a regularization term G(z), added to the second step of WDMR regression, i.e., (5.20). With the
Ne + Neu × Ne + Neu matrix M computed using LLE (see Section 4.3 and (4.12)) on the
e +Neu
set of regressors {xt }N
the second step now takes the form
t=1
min λ
z

NX
e +Neu
i,j

Mij ziT zj + (1 − λ)

X

||yr − zr ||2 + G(z).

(6.9)

r∈L

The regularization term G(z) should result in a high cost if the regressors expressed in the
parameterization of the manifold, z, not behave according to the assumed physical model.
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We could for example assume that there is a linear state space model summarizing our
physical knowledge. We write this as
st+1 = Ast + et ,
zt = Cs st ,

et = N (0, σ 2 ),
Cs a nz × ns matrix.

(6.10a)
(6.10b)

st ∈ Rns is here the state vector of the model. The matrix A describes how the state
evolves into the state of the next time instance. σ is taken to be a diagonal ns × ns
covariance matrix. Cs specifies how the state st relates to our parameterization of the
manifold zt .
A, σ and Cs have to be specified in advance. They define our prior knowledge about
the system and the desired connection between y and z. We can now define the regularization term G(z) as
NX
e +Neu

λA ||st+1 − Ast ||2σ−2 + λS ||zt − Cs st ||2.

G(z) = min
s

t=1

λA and λS are two design parameters. The norm ||st+1 − Ast ||2σ−2 is defined as
||st+1 − Ast ||2σ−2 , (st+1 − Ast )T σ −2 (st+1 − Ast ).

(6.11)

The first term of G(z) i.e., the term multiplied by λA , makes st behave according to the
assumed dynamics given in (6.10a). The second term of G(z) i.e., the term multiplied by
λS enforces the parameterization zt to evolve according to the assumed dynamics.
Now with Cs , A and σ defined by prior knowledge, M given from the regressors and
with λS , λA and λ design parameters, the resulting minimization takes the form
NX
e +Neu

X

i,j

t∈L

Mij ziT zj + (1 − λ)

minλ
z,s

NX
e +Neu

||yr − zr ||2

λA ||st+1 − Ast ||2σ−2 + λS ||zt − Cs st ||2 .

+

(6.12)

t=1

Notice here that the minimization is now also over the states of the state space model. We
hence try to find a parameterization z which can be well described by the assumed state
space model and at the same time fit well with the manifold assumption and the measured
outputs.
(6.12) is quadratic in st and zt . A solution can hence be obtained by setting the
gradient equal to zero and then solve the obtained linear equation system for st and zt .
Remark 6.2. To handle dynamical systems, regressors are typically constructed from delayed inputs and outputs. If the input is high-dimensional, the dimension of the regressor
space can grow overwhelmingly fast. Gray-box WDMR avoids increasing the dimensionality of the regressor space by the introduction of the dynamical system (6.10). The price
that has to be paid is that we also have to determine st . With a high-dimensional regressor
x, this is however often to be preferred.
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Remark 6.3. If the output and the parameterization of the manifold have the same dimensions, a model (6.10) can be estimated by computing an Autoregressive (AR, see
e.g. Ljung (1999)) model using the outputs of the estimation data.
Remark 6.4. If the output andP
the parameterization of the manifold do not have the same
2
dimensions,
the
term
(1
−
λ)
t∈L ||yr − zr || of (6.12) should be modified into (1 −
P
2
λ) t∈L ||yr − [Iny ×ny 0ny ×nz −ny ]zr || . See also Remark 5.2.
The work has been inspired by Rahimi et al. (2007) who discusses similar extensions
for SVR.

6.3

Examples

Example 6.2: Gray-Box WDMR Regression – Regressors on a Spiral
Consider the system
8
8
pt cos
pt ,
30000
30000
8
8
pt sin
pt ,
x2,t =
30000
30000
q
8
yt = x21,t + x22,t + ēt =
pt + ēt ,
30000
x1,t =

(6.13a)
(6.13b)
(6.13c)

where the output was distorted by some noise ēt ∼ N (0, 0.005). Let 225 regressor-output
pairs be generated by feeding the system (6.13) with 225 p-values generated from


1 0.1 0
(6.14)
st+1 =  0 1 0.5  st + et
0 0
1
with st , [pt vt at ]T and et ∼ N (0, 25I).
Assume now that of the 225 regressor-output pairs, 13 pairs were picked-out and used
as estimation data. The 13 chosen pairs give
L={1, 18, 35, 52, 69, 86, 103, 120, 137, 154, 171, 188, 205}.
Figure 6.2 shows the estimation data. The 212 remaining regressors were used as validation regressors.
Let us now assume that we know the true dynamic model i.e., (6.14). We should then
use


1 0.1 0
A =  0 1 0.5  ,
0 0
1
σ = 5I3×3 and, since the manifold has the same dimension as the output (and we therefore use f2 (z) = z), Cs = [8/30000 0 0] in (6.12). The estimates shown in Figure 6.3
were obtained by the use of gray-box WDMR regression (K = 9, λ = 0.9, r = 0.7,
λS = 1, λA = 10000). To compare with, the performance for WDMR regression
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Figure 6.2: Estimation data used in Example 6.2. ∗ marks the 13 estimation data
points. Solid line shows the underlying manifold.

(K = 25, λ = 0.99, r = 2) and LapRLS, see Section 3.2.1 (K = 20, λI = 100,
λA = 5 · 10−8 , σ = 10, Gaussian kernel), are shown in Figure 6.4 respective Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.3: Predicted output using gray-box WDMR regression in Example 6.2. ∗
marks the 13 estimation data points, dashed line the true noise free output and solid
line the 225 gray-box WDMR regression predictions (connected with lines).
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Figure 6.4: Predicted output using WDMR regression in Example 6.2. ∗ marks the
13 estimation data points, dashed line the true noise free output and solid line the
225 WDMR regression predictions (connected with lines).
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Figure 6.5: Predicted output using LapRLS in Example 6.2. ∗ marks the 13 estimation data points, dashed line shows the true noise free output and solid line the 225
LapRLS predictions (connected with lines).
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It may not be that likely to have the exact knowledge of the dynamic system. One
could of course estimate an AR model from the estimation outputs. However, as we will
see in the next example, a very accurate model is not necessary to get a good result.
Example 6.3: Gray-Box WDMR Regression – Tracking of Robot

Recall the setup for Example 5.10 i.e., the industrial robot whose arm we tracked using
images as regressors. The regressors used in this example are the same as in Example 5.10. However, let us now consider the problem of tracking one of the joints of the
robot. Since it is tedious to by hand pick out the position of the joint, we would rather
not do this in more then a few images. Let’s say that we accept to mark out the position
of the joint in 6 of the 111 images. We could see this as a regression problem consisting
of 6 19200-dimensional labeled regressors. The output is the two-dimensional positions
in the image of the joint. And the task is to predict the outputs of the remaining 111 − 6
regressors.
Since the regressors are constrained to a 6-dimensional manifold the WDMR framework is suitable for this task. We are only interested in a 2-dimensional output and choose
therefore to aim for an incomplete 2-dimensional parameterization of the manifold.
Assume now that we do not have that much information concerning the industrial
robot. The same state space model as in Example 6.2 was therefore scaled to fit the
dimensions of the tracking problem,


I2×2

st+1 =  02×2
02×2

0.1I2×2
I2×2

02×2


02×2
0.5I2×2  st + et .

(6.15)

I2×2

Cs was changed to [I2×2 02×2 02×2 ] to better scale with the movements of the robot (the
output of the robot is in the order of tens compared to the output of Example 6.2 which
varies between −0.6 and zero). σ was scaled to fit the dimensions of the new state space
model (6.15) and was hence set to σ = I6×6 .
The tracked path of the joint, close to the tool of the industrial robot, is shown in
Figure 6.6. For both WDMR and gray-box WDMR regression K = 4, λ = 0.9, and
r = 0.4. For gray-box WDMR regression λA = 0.1 and λS = 10.
The paths from the gray-box and ordinary WDMR regression are quite similar even
though the path traced by the WDMR tends to be more piecewise linear than a smooth
curve. However, what is not seen in Figure 6.6 is that the path traced out by WDMR regression is temporally not smooth. This is visualized in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.7 shows the
difference in predicted joint position between to successive images. WDMR regression
has some quite abrupt changes in predicted position (probably not physically possible).
Gray-box WDMR regression, however, produces a much more, in time, smooth prediction.
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Figure 6.6: Tracked path of the joint close to the tool of the industrial robot. Dashed
line: Gray-box WDMR regression. Solid line: WDMR regression.
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Figure 6.7: The distance between two successive predicted joint positions. Dashed
line: Gray-box WDMR regression. Solid line: WDMR regression.
So the conclusion is that a fairly simple model is often enough to improve predictions
considerably.
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Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we extended LLE. The aim was to get a parameterization that changed continuously as we moved around on the manifold. To reach this we assumed that regressors
were ordered measurements of some in time continuous process. The geodesic distance
between two in time following regressors was then assumed small. Consequently, the
parameterization should not make abrupt changes between two following measurements.
We also saw how WDMR regression, a regression method for manifold-constrained
regressors, can be extended to incorporate prior assumptions concerning the system to
be modeled. The adjustment was shown to improve the prediction performance in two
examples. In the first example the true dynamic model was assumed to be known. Predictions were then shown to be almost perfect. The second example gave a more challenging
problem. Images of an industrial robot were there seen as regressors and the position of
one of its joints, the output to be predicted. With no model of an industrial robot available,
the model used in the first example was slightly modified and used to impose continuity.
As a result, the predicted position of the joint’s movement made more physical sense.
For both examples, a parameterization of the same dimension as the output was used.
We noticed in Remark 6.4 that a parameterization not having the same dimension as the
output could be handled with a different f2 . This was not further explored and is left as
future work.

7

Bio-Feedback Using Real-Time fMRI

In this chapter we return to the subject that, as it was said in the introductory chapter,
Chapter 1, had been the main data source, the inspiration and the force driving research
forward. This chapter hence discusses functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
and a demonstrator project developed within the MOVIII1 project. The chapter is therefore a bit different than the other chapters in this thesis, which all discuss algorithms for
high-dimensional regression.
The chapter presents results which have to be considered as state of the art when it
comes to response times of fMRI Brain Computer Interfaces (BCIs). This even though
quite basic methods were used. An aim for the future is therefore to further develop
methods presented in earlier chapters, such as the WDMR regression method, to be able
to construct more sophisticated BCIs.
The BCI realization presented here was developed as a part of the MOVIII project.
The goal was to examine what response times that could be expected using fMRI in a
bio-feedback setting. For simplicity, a visually-based experiment was considered. The
material is a revised version of Ohlsson et al. (2008b).
The chapter is structured as follows: We start by giving a short introduction to fMRI
and BCIs in Section 7.1 and Section 7.2. We formulate the problem in Section 7.3 and
follow up by describing the experiments setup in Section 7.4. The way we have chosen
to solve the problem is presented in Section 7.5, followed by a description of obtained
results in Section 7.6. We finish in Section 7.7 with a concluding remark.

7.1

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging

The aim in fMRI is to map cognitive, motor and sensor functions to specific areas in the
brain (Weiskopf et al., 2007). The physical foundation for fMRI is the fact that oxygenated
1 MOVIII

– Modeling, Visualization and Information Integration, see www.moviii.liu.se.
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and deoxygenated blood have different magnetic properties. When a neuron in the brain
is active it consumes oxygen, which is supplied by the blood. To compensate for the
increased rate of oxygen consumption in an active brain area the blood flow is increased
and the result is that the oxygenation level of the blood to this area is, in fact, increased.
This increase, commonly known as the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) effect,
can be measured in a Magnetic Resonance scanner (MR-scanner). Thus, we can locate
areas of brain activity indirectly by locating areas with elevated blood oxygen levels.
To map, for example, the sensory function area of a finger, one can stimulate the
finger on a volunteer with a brush, while images of the brain are continuously acquired
by the MR-scanner. During the stimulation of the finger there is an increase in image
intensity (i.e., the active area becomes brighter) compared to a resting state. Thus, to
detect activity we need to compare images where the finger is stimulated by the brush to
images acquired in a resting state. The areas where the “activated” images are brighter
than images acquired in the “rest” state indicate brain areas involved when the brush
stimulates the finger.

7.2

Brain Computer Interfaces

We here aim at using the estimates of brain activity for the purpose of bio-feedback i.e., to
use the information obtained in the fMRI scan to alter the stimuli generating the fMRI
response and thus generating a feedback loop involving the brain. This requires that all
parts of the loop, in particular the brain activity estimation, run in real-time. To capture
real-time dynamics of the brain, we must acquire each image-slice rapidly. Unfortunately,
this makes the images heavily contaminated with random noise. Hence, it is not enough
to acquire just one image in activity and one in rest, as it is likely that we can not detect
any significant change in intensity due to the high noise level. How the experiment and
acquisition of the image volumes are performed is termed the paradigm and is, as a rule,
a determining factor for success or failure.
Bio-feedback has since long been explored using ElectroMyoGraphy (EMG), temperature and ElectroEncephaloGraphy (EEG), see among others Kaushik et al. (2005);
Harden et al. (2005); Horowitz (2006); Weiskopf et al. (2004); Birbaumer (2006); Kübler
et al. (2001); Kotchoubey et al. (2001); Pfurtscheller et al. (2000); Neuper et al. (2003);
Fuchs et al. (2003), but is relatively new in the field of fMRI. Some of the best known
examples are the one by DeCharms et al. (2005), who showed how patients suffering from
chronic pain could learn how to control their pain by bio-feedback based on fMRI, and
the one by Yoo et al. (2004), who made it possible to navigate throw a 2D maze through
fMRI bio-feedback.

7.3

Problem Description

As an example of generating stimuli based on feedback from an fMRI signal, and thereby
closing the loop, we here consider a visually-based experiment.
The stimuli are selected to consist of a flashing checkerboard, placed either on the left
or the right of the subject in scanner’s visual. The aim of the experiment is to make the
non-flashing part of the visual stimuli to follow the eye movements of the subject i.e., to
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Figure 7.1: The fMRI scanner used in the experiments.

flash to the left if the subject is looking to the right, and to flash on the right side if the
subject is looking to the left. Hence, the problem is to detect where the subject is looking
at the moment, using the measured fMRI data. Once this is done, the stimulus is simply
set to the opposite side.
To judge if the subject is looking to the left or to the right, we need to build a prediction model, with the measurements from the fMRI as the input, and the direction of
the subject’s gaze as the output. This is a regression problem of high-dimensional nature.
The input i.e., the fMRI measurements, will typically here be a signal of approximately
40 000 elements or dimensions. Without any kind of regressor selection or regularization,
we would therefore get a severe overfit to estimation data.
For the particular experiment setup described, we could use a two-class classifier to
determine whether the subject is looking to the left or right. However, aiming at an extension where the stimulus can be moved more than to the left or the right side of the field of
vision, regression was considered and not classification.
Previous attempts to handle fMRI data have used a range of various methods, from
sliding-window General Linear Modeling (GLM) to Support Vector Machines (SVM),
see e.g. Laconte et al. (2007); Nakaia et al. (2006); Cox and Savoy (2003); Gembris
et al. (2000); Esposito et al. (2003); LaConte et al. (2005). A good overview is given in
Bagarinao et al. (2006).
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Experiment Setup

As mentioned, the goal of this first real-time feedback experiment has been to examine
what response times that can be obtained for a fMRI based BCI. This was done by means
of creating a simple eye-tracker, which purpose was to detect if the subject in the scanner
was looking to the left or right and show a flashing checkerboard on the right or left 30%
of the screen, respectively (see Figure 7.2, left figure).
The subject in the scanner was exposed to a visual stimulus through a pair of head
mounted displays. The data processing was done in Matlab on a standard laptop.
The data was acquired using a 1.5 T Philips Achieva MR scanner, see Figure 7.1.
The acquisition resolution was 80 by 80 pixels in each slice, and 7 slices were acquired.
Field of view and slice thickness were chosen to obtain a voxel size of approximately
3 × 3 × 3 mm. The use of cubic voxels make three-dimensional signal processing (e.g.
smoothing) viable. The acquired data covers the primary visual cortex, and a surface coil
was used to provide an optimal signal-to-noise ratio within this region. To obtain high
BOLD contrast, the parameters of the scanner was set to: Echo Time (TE), 40 ms and
Repetition Time (TR), 1000 ms. Hence we acquire one volume per second, which we
consider to be sufficient to deliver close to realtime feedback to the subject.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 7.2: Visual stimuli used. Left figure: left 30% of the screen as a flashing
checkerboard. Right figure: a centered vertical stripe, covering 100% vertically and
40% horizontally of the screen.

7.5

Training and Real-Time fMRI

Before starting the real-time feedback phase, a training phase was performed to build a
prediction model.

7.5.1

Training Phase

During the training phase, two training data sets were gathered. First, the subject in the
scanner was exposed to a flashing checkerboard (approximately 4 Hz), a centered vertical
stripe covering 100% vertically and 40% horizontally of the screen. Figure 7.2 shows the
visual stimulus used. Data was gathered for approximately 40 seconds.
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The second training data set was gathered by instructing the subject in the scanner
to look away from a periodically shifting flashing checkerboard (15 seconds flashing
checkerboard on the left, 15 seconds flashing checkerboard on the right, see Figure 7.2).
Data was gathered for approximately 90 seconds.
Using this last data set, 8 voxels were picked out correlating the best with the stimuli.
The reason for not just using the two best correlating voxels was to be able to use the
redundancy in data to reduce the impact of noise. The 8 voxels were picked out by first
computing the correlation to a sine wave with a period of 30 seconds. This was done
voxel-by-voxel. In order to not have to go through all possible phase shifts for the sine
wave, to find the phase shift associated with the best correlation, Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA, Hotelling (1935), see also Example 1.1) was used. In this context, CCA
has the property to automatically find the time delay in the sine wave giving the best
correlation. The voxel with the best correlation was chosen as the first of the 8 voxels.
The three voxels with a phase within 90 degrees of the first one and with the highest
correlations were also picked out. Finally, the 4 voxels correlating best with a sine wave
at least 90 degrees out of phase compared to the best correlating voxel were chosen.
At this time, the voxel locations were verified to be within the visual cortex. This was
done manually by inspection of a plot like the one shown in Figure 7.3. To further reduce
noise and to gain some robustness against movements of the subject, the two training
data sets were spatially smoothed. Note that this will turn the 8 chosen voxels into 8
neighborhoods, centered at the previously chosen voxels.
The 8 chosen neighborhood signals were then picked out from the two training data
sets, detrended voxel-by-voxel, and merged together (90 seconds of data associated with
the left-right stimuli followed by 40 seconds of data associated with the centered vertical
flashing stripe). Finally, a linear predictor, using the 8 signals as regressors, was fit to a
square wave, switching between −1 and +1 (in phase with first sine wave used above),
and followed by zeros for the last 40 seconds. Hence, the predictor was expected to give
−1 if the subject was looking to the left of the checkerboard, +1 if the subject is looking
to the right, and zero otherwise.
The training phase is summarized in Algorithm 3.

7.5.2

Real-Time Phase

During the real-time data phase, the data was first spatially smoothed, just as the training
data set. The signals from the 8 chosen neighborhoods were then detrended using a least
squares approach on measurements from the 50 last seconds. With x̄i (t) being the data at
time t from neighborhood i, let


~xi (t) = x̄i (t) x̄i (t − 1) . . . x̄i (t − 50) .
We can remove a linear trend in ~xi (t) by subtracting the best fitted line



 1
1
...
1
x̃i (t) = ~xi (t) − αi βi
t t − 1 . . . t − 50
where αi , βi minimizes

~xi (t) − αi

βi


 1
1
...
t t − 1 ...

1
t − 50



2

.
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Algorithm 3 Training Phase
Given data from a voxel i associated with stimulus on the left-right, xlr
i (t), t = 1 . . . 90,
and from stimulus as a centered vertical stripe, xfi (t), t = 1 . . . 40.
1. Use CCA to find how well xlr
i (t) correlates to a sine wave with a period of 30
seconds.
2. Find the index for the voxel with the highest correlation.
3. Find the three voxels with the highest correlation but with a phase difference less
then 90 degrees compared to the best correlating voxel.
4. Find the 4 voxels with the highest correlation having a phase difference of more
than 90 degrees compare to the best correlated voxel.
5. Make sure that the chosen voxels are in the visual cortex.
6. For the chosen voxels, make a spatial smoothing using a Gaussian spatial filter to
f
obtain x̃lr
i (t) and x̃i (t).
f
7. Detrend, voxel-by-voxel, the signals x̃lr
i (t) and x̃i (t) from the 8 chosen neighborhoods.
f
8. Concatenate the detrended x̃lr
i (t) and x̃i (t) to form xi (t).
P130
P8
9. Find the θi such that t=1 |y(t) − i=1 θi xi (t)|2 is minimized; y(t), t = 1 . . . 90
being a −1/ + 1 square wave in phase with the the best correlated voxel, and
y(t) = 0, t = 91 . . . 130.
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The first element in x̃i (t) after the trend has been removed is used as input for the linear
predictor. The resulting signal from this procedure will take values close to one when
the subject is looking to the right and minus one when the subject is looking to the left.
The flashing checkerboard was therefore moved to the left side when the predictor signal
exceeded a certain threshold, and correspondingly for the right side.
For validation, the subject in the scanner was during the real-time phase instructed to
keep its eyes on a moving point on the screen. In this way, we could keep track of where
the subject was looking, which was used to validate the results.
The real-time phase is summarized in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Real-Time Phase
Given new data xi (t). Let T be a threshold and assume that the θi and the 8 chosen
neighborhoods are given from the training phase. Do the following:
1. For the chosen voxels, perform a spatial smoothing using a spatial filter with a
Gaussian kernel to obtain x̄i (t).
2. Detrend, voxel-by-voxel, the signals x̄i (t) from the 8 chosen neighborhoods to get
x̃i (t).
P8
3. Compute ŷ(t) = i=1 θi x̃i (t).
4. If ŷ(t) < −T : move the stimulus to the right side; if ŷ(t) > T : move the stimulus
to the left side; and if −T < ŷ(t) < T : use the same stimulus as for t − 1.

7.6

Results

Figure 7.3 shows the 8 voxels picked out in the training phase. The 4 voxels correlating
best with the flashing checkerboard on the left are shown in the top row of Figure 7.3.
The best correlation was computed for the voxel shown in the first column from the left,
second best for the second column from the left and so on. A correlation of 0.6 was the
highest correlation computed, and the signal from this voxel during the training phase is
shown in the top figure of Figure 7.4.
The bottom row of Figure 7.3 shows voxels with the highest correlation to stimuli on
the right, arranged in the same way as the top row. As can be seen, the neighborhoods
shown in the second row, columns 2–4, are not within the visual cortex. The signals from
these neighborhood were therefore not considered. The signal from the voxel correlating
best (correlation 0.55) with stimuli on the right side is shown in the bottom figure of
Figure 7.4.
The signal from the 5 remaining neighborhoods were weighted together to give an as
good fit to the stimuli as possible (see Figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.3: Slices associated with the chosen 8 voxels. A red cross, centered at the
chosen voxel, is used to show the location of the chosen voxel. The top row shows
the voxels correlating best with stimuli to the left and the bottom row with stimuli to
the right. The best correlation was found for voxels shown in the first column, then
second best in the next column and so on.
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Figure 7.4: The signals coming from the voxels correlating best with stimuli. Top
figure: best correlated signal with stimuli to the left, bottom figure: best correlated
signal with stimuli to the right.
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Figure 7.5: The weighted signal computed from the 5 chosen neighborhoods (solid
line). Dash-dotted line represents the stimuli. First 105 seconds: stimuli switching
periodically between left and right. Last 43 seconds: the flashing vertical stripe at the
center of the field of view. Three of the 8 chosen neighborhoods have been removed
because of their location outside the visual cortex.
Figure 7.6 shows logged results from the real-time phase using the computed weighting and choice of neighborhood (notice that it is not the same data as in Example 1.1 or
5.9). The horizontal coordinate for the reference point where the subject in the scanner
was aiming to look at is shown in the top subplot. The computed signal from the fMRI
data is given in the middle subplot. The bottom subplot shows if the flashing checkerboard is to the left or the right (−1 if the checkerboard is to the left and +1 if it is to the
right). It can be seen that, as the subject shifts focus from one side to the other, it takes
between 2.5 and 7 seconds until the visual stimulus has changed.
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Figure 7.6: Logged results. Top figure: The reference signal showing where the
subject should focus. A small value corresponds to the subject in the scanner looking
to the left, while a high value corresponds to looking to the right. Middle figure:
Computed signal from the fMRI measurements. Bottom figure: The location of the
stimuli. Low value: flashing checkerboard on the left part of the screen; high value:
checkerboard on the right part of the screen.

7.7

Concluding Remarks

We have in this chapter discussed the development of a fMRI based Brain Computer
Interface (BCI). The scheme presented can be seen as quite straight forward, but as seen,
it does what it is suppose to.
To be able to do more advanced, faster and more reliable BCIs a more sophisticated
approach is needed. As we have seen in earlier chapters, there are several regression methods that have the ability to treat fMRI data sets. The work of tailoring theses approaches
to fMRI is seen as future work.

8

Concluding Remarks

8.1

Conclusion

The main topic of this thesis is high-dimensional manifold constrained regression. This
topic was approached by first give an introduction to the more broad field of
high-dimensional regression. High-dimensional regression methods can be used to treat
high-dimensional manifold constrained regression problems. However, as seen, a better
prediction can be obtained by adapting the high-dimensional regression method to the
manifold setting.
We continued to develop a new method for high-dimensional manifold constrained
regression. We did this by using manifold learning. Manifold learning gave us an intrinsic description of the manifold and a new low-dimensional description of the regressors.
This new description was used to find a prediction for outputs by the use of regression.
This idea was further developed and summarized in the WDMR smoothing filter and
WDMR regression. We also studied how to incorporated prior physical knowledge in
high-dimensional manifold constrained regression. This led us to an extension of the
WDMR framework which we called gray-box WDMR.
The development of a fMRI BCI was discussed last. The presented project has been
the main motivation to the studies of high-dimensional regression constrained to manifolds.
The WDMR framework was shown to give satisfying results. However, with too
much noise on the regressors, a parameterization will be hard to find. WDMR can then
suffer of leakage i.e., the algorithm wrongly believes that regressors are close (in geodesic
distance). The curse of dimensionality will also become evident as the regressors diverge
away from the manifold.
The message to remember is that it can be worth while examining if your regression
problem has regressors constrained to a manifold and if so, choose a regression method
adapted to this.
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8

Concluding Remarks

A Comment on Dynamical Systems

WDMR regression has the possibility to use both estimation and validation regressors
to obtain an estimate for the manifold in the regressor space. For dynamical system we
commonly include delayed outputs in our regressors. This implies that, if we do not
want to do a one-step prediction, we can not use the validation regressors to estimate the
manifold. We may treat this by using only delayed predicted outputs in the regressors.
However, it is not clear how to best do this and the problem is left as future work.
Gray-box WDMR regression avoids this problem by the inclusion of the dynamical
model (6.10) in the algorithm. The dynamical model (6.10) works as a memory and it is
therefore no need to include delayed versions of the output in the regressor.

8.3

Future Work

There are several open questions left for the future. How to tune the design parameters of
WDMR could need some more attention. It would also be interesting to continue study
how regression methods can be tailored to fMRI data. To include prior assumptions concerning the dynamics of the underlying physics is probably a key. More generally, highdimensional manifold constrained gray-box regression was briefly discussed in Chapter 6.
In the case where the manifold has the same dimension as the output, we could incorporate a linear state space model for how the parameterization of the regressors evolved on
the manifold. What if the manifold has a different dimension than the output? A physical model derived from basic physical laws could then possibly be derived and included.
Doing this, how much physical sense would the estimated states of this physical model
make? As fMRI data is heavily infected by noise, it would also be interesting to further
look into manifold adjusted filtering approaches.
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